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IN THE MATTER OF

BEVERLY HILLS WEIGHT LOSS CLINICS
INTERNATIONAL , INC.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLA nON OF
SECS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket C- 3515. Complaint ,

1994- Decision , Aug.

Aug.

, 1994

This consent order prohibits , among other things , a commercial diet program
company from misrepresenting the perfonnance or safety of any diet program

it offers in the future , and requires the respondent to possess competent and
reliable scientific evidence to substantiate any future claims it makes about
weight loss , weight loss maintenance , or rate of weight loss; to make a number

of disclosures regarding maintenance success claims; and to disclose all
mandatory fees.

Appearances
For the Commission:

Gary

S.

Cooper , Charles La Due

and

Richard F. Kelly.
For the respondent:

Gary Buchman , Hassman

Rachsteln

Boston , MA.
COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that

Beverly Hills Weight Loss Clinics International , Inc., a corporation
("respondent ), has violated the provisions of the Federal Trade
Commission Act , and it appearing to the Commission that a
proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest
alleges:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Beverly Hills Weight Loss Clinics
International , Inc. ("Beverly Hills ), is a Virginia corporation , with
its principal office or place of business at 200 Highpoint A venue
Suite B- , Portsmouth , Rhode Island.
PAR. 2. Respondent advertises , offers for sale , sells , and

otherwise promotes throughout much of the eastern Cnited States
weight loss and weight maintenance services and products , and
nakes them available to consumers at numerous " Beverly Hills
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Weight Loss Clinics " in many states. These products include " food"
within the meaning of Sections 12 and 15 of the Federal Trade

Commission Act. Through

clinics owned by Beverly Hills

franchised by Beverly Hills, and licensed by Beverly Hills to use the
Beverly Hills trademark and the Beverly Hils weight loss and weight
maintenance services and products , respondent is engaged , and has
been engaged ,

in the sale and offering for sale of low calorie diet
(LCD) weight loss programs and weight maintenance programs to
consumers.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business, respondent
has disseminated or caused to be disseminated advertisements for

weight loss and weight maintenance services and products.
Respondent has placed, or has authorized the placement of, these
advertisements with numerous newspapers , radio stations , and
television stations for the purpose of inducing consumers to purchase
its products and services. Respondent further advertises the Beverly

Hills weight loss programs through the use of promotional materials
including pamphlets and brochures , given to customers and

prospective customers at individual Beverly Hills Weight Loss Clinic
locations.
PAR. 4. The acts and practices of respondent alleged in this

complaint have been in or affecting commerce , as " commerce "

is

defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 5. Respondent s advertisements and promotional materials include , but are not necessarily limited to , the advertisements and

promotional materials attached hereto as Exhibits APAR. 6. The advertisements and promotional materials referred
to in paragraph five ,

including but not necessarily limited to the

attached Exhibits A- , contain the following statements:
(a) RESULTS'
BEVERLY HILLS GUARAI'TEES THEM.
Safe , fast , effective
Guaranteed results
(Exhibit AJ

(b) RESULTS
BEVERLY HILLS GUARANTEES THEM.
Lose Up To 7 Pounds And A Full Dress Size In One Week!
Weight Loss Guaranteed* for Life.
(Exbibit B I

(c) FUN
BEVERL Y HILLS MAKES WEIGHT LOSS FUN
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And I Have Only 5 Pounds to Ga.
Weight Loss Guaranteed* for Life.
(Exhibit CI

(d) It' s Real Food , Real Results
At Beverly Hills , you eat the same food you serve your family. And you
wilJ !ose 2 to 5 pounds each week. Our program helps you reach your
goal weight and keep it off. Put your trust in the people who know-- Qur
clients. They yc had proven results.
Yz inches
Yz Ibs. 57
(Exhibit Dj
(e) Laura L. Porter. lost 24 3/4 Ibs. & 28 y,
Kimberly Wiggins ... 44

Although this is a true story, it is not an unusual story.

It

is something our

counselors hear everyday. Why not let us help you get a new lease on
life?

DOESN'

LOSING WEIGHT

MAKE SENSE UNLESS YOU KEEP IT

OFF!
Weight Loss Clinics

BEVERL Y HILLS

Where Temporary Loss Is No Success
(Exhihit EI

(f) Beverly Hills says put your

clients. They

trust in the claims of people who know - our
aren t they the ones you

ve had proven results. After aU ,

can really trust...
Steve Gaddy". I 00 Lbs. 68"
Beverly Kuch" .46 Lbs. 41 'I,'
lExhibit Fj

loss companies claim to be the best , based on a comparison
test that everyone seems to be refuting. Others claim they re best , based
on a newspaper reporter s opinion.
Beverly Hills says put your trust in the claims of people who know - our
clients. They ve had proven results. After all , aren t they the ones you
can really trust?

(g) Some weight

Francis Foster Lost 33 lbs.

Kathy Cooper Lost 68 lbs.
Debbie Rogers Lost 35 lbs.

Winnie Sutton Lost 42 1/2 lbs.
lExhibit GI
(h) DREAMS DO COME TRUE
I Lost 30 Pounds and I Feel Great.
... Guaranteed. Lose 3- 7 Pounds Per Week
(Exhibit HJ

(i) REVOLUTIONARY PROGRAM SHEDS THOUSANDS OF POU!\DS.
Beverly Hills Gave Me The Willpower.
... Guaranteed. Lose 3- 7 Pounds Per Week

(Exhibit II

PAR. 7. Through the use of the statements

paragraph six ,

and others

in advertisements and

set forth in

promotional
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materials not specifically set forth herein , respondent represents and
has represented , directly or by implication ,

that Beverly Hills

customers typically are successful in reaching their weight loss goals
under the Beverly Hil1s weight loss programs.
PAR. 8. Th' ough the use of the statements set forth in
paragraph six , an", others not specifical1y set forth herein , respondent

represents and has represented, directly or by implication , that at the

time it made the representation set forth in paragraph seven
respondent possessed and relied upon a

reasonable basis that

substantiated such representation.

PAR. 9. In truth and in fact , at the time it made the representation set forth in paragraph seven , respondent did not possess and
rely upon a rcasonable basis that substantiated such representation.
Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph eight was , and is
false and misleading.
PAR. 10. The

advertisements and promotional materials referred

to in paragraph five ,

including but not necessarily limited to the

attached Exhibits J. , contain the following statements:
(a) THE FINAL SOLUn01\ To Your Weight
LOSE WEIGHT FOREVER....

Problem

We do not consider weight loss successful unless its permanent. There is

a reason why our method works to keep weight off where others fail.

Come to the nearest clinic for a consultation and let us demonstrate our
famous method of easy permanent weight control.
lExhibit JJ

(b) GUARANTEED* WEIGHT LOSS FOR LIFE
. Beverly Hills glIantees weight loss forever! Not just for this year but
for all the years to come.
fExhibit Kl
(c) LOSE WEIGHT QUICKLY & SAfELY
LET BEVERLY HILLS SHOW YOU THE WAY
BEVERL Y HILLS

Weight Loss Clinics

Where Temporal)' Loss Is No Success
(Exhibit LJ

(cl) 8 DRESS SIZES & GAI:'ED BACK NOTHI:'G BUT SELF- ESTEEM
... I'm ELATED after going from a size 12 to a 4!! The best part though
is I have kept my eight off now for 15 months.
Debhie Jones 30 Lbs.
lExhibit MJ

(g) "
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Secret!
The secret to slimming down and staying slim....
s called Guaranteed* Weight Loss For Life
I have stayed slim for more than I 1/2 ycars

(e) We Have a

301bs. Denise Gillispie
(Exhibit

(I) Carol Telly
Lost 22 Ibs. & 25 inches three years ago. Stil maintaining.
lExhibit OJ

Since I became a Beverly Hills woman , I've lost 20 pounds , and I'
never gain them back!" - Jackie C.
Weight Loss Guaranteed for Life.
(Exhibit PJ

PAR. I!. Through the use of the

statements set forth in

paragraph ten , and others in advertisements and promotional

materials not specifically set forth herein , respondent represents and
has represented , directly or by impJication , that:

(a) Beverly Hills customers typically are successful in reaching
their weight loss goals and maintaining their weight loss either longterm or permanently; and

(b) BeverJy Hills customers typically are successful in maintaining their weight loss achieved under the Beverly Hils weight Joss
programs.
PAR. 12. Through the use of the statements set forth in
paragraph ten , and others not specifically set forth herein , respondent

represents and has represented , directly or by implication , that at the

time it made the representations

set forth in paragraph eleven

respondent possessed and relied upon a

reasonable basis that

substantiated such representations.
PAR. 13. In truth and in fact , at the time it made the

representations set forth in paragraph eleven , respondent did not
possess and rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated such
representations. Therefore , the representation set forth in paragraph
twelve was , and is , false and misleading.
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PAR. 14. The advertisements and promotional materials refeITed

to in paragraph five, including but not necessarily limited to the
I and L , contain the following statements;

attached Exhibits 0, E,

(a) And you

will Jose 2 to 5

pounds each week.

(Exhibit DJ

(b) LOSE 3- 7

LBS. PER WEEK
(Exhibits E and LJ

(c) Guaranteed. Lose 3- 7 Pounds Pcr Week.

(Exhibits Hand!J

PAR. 15. Through the use of the

statements set forth in

paragraph fourteen , and others in advertisements and promotional

materials not specificalJy set forth herein , respondent represents and
has represented , directly or by implication , that customers on the

Beverly Hil1s weight loss programs typical1y

lose weight at an

average rate of two to five or three to seven pounds per week.
PAR. 16. Through the use of the statements set forth in

paragraph fourteen, and others not specifical1y set forth herein
respondent represents and has represented , directly or by implication,

that at the time it made the representations set forth in paragraph
fifteen , respondent possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis that

substantiated such representations.

and in fact , at the time it made the
representations set forth in paragraph fifteen , respondent did not
PAR. 17. In truth

possess and rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated such
representations. Therefore , the representation set forth in paragraph
sixteen was , and is, false and misleading.

PAR. 18. In the routine course and conduct of its business,
respondent states during initial sales presentations that consumers
wilJ typically reach their desired weight loss goals within the time
frames computed for their programs by Beverly Hills Weight Loss
Clinics ' personnel.
PAR. 19. Through the use of the statements set forth in

paragraph eighteen ,

and others not specifically set forth herein

respondent represents and has represented , directly or by implication

that at the time it made the representation set forth in paragraph
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eighteen , respondent possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis
that substantiated such representation.
PAR. 20. In

truth and in fact ,

at the time it made the

representation set forth in paragraph eighteen , respondent did not
possess and rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated such
representation. Therefore , the representation set forth in paragraph
nineteen was , and is , false and misleading.
PAR. 21. The

advertisements and promotional materials referred

to in paragraph five ,

including but not necessarily limited to the

attached Exhibits Q and R, contain the following statements:

(a) Only Beverly Hills Has A Totally Safe Weight Loss Program.

Our Diet Plan Is Comple1e.

We are the first major wcight loss clinic to recognize the importance of

adding Essential Fatty Acids as a dietary supplement. We call this
wonderful product BEV- EFA. You ll call it miraculous. And only
Beverly Hills offers it.
(Exhibit QJ

(b) SCIENTIFIC ADVANCEMENT
BEV- EFA Makes Our Weight Loss Plan Complete.
This Beverly Hills supplement will help you prevent the problems that
patients in other weight loss programs could experience.
Weight loss without Essential Fatty Acids supplementation may lead to
such symptoms as: hair loss , skin changes , diarrhea , as well as possible
metabolic effects. There is experimental evidence from animal studies

that EFA deficiency may contribute to the development of cholesterol
gaJIstones. By adding BEV- EFA to our weight loss supplement plan , you
will be protecting yourseJf against the negatjve characteristics associated
with weight loss. And ONL Y Beverly HiJJs offers this marvelous dietary
supplement.
rExhibit RI

PAR. 22. Through the use of the statements set forth in
paragraph twenty- one ,

and others in advertisements and promotional
materials not specifical1y set forth herein , respondent represents and
has represented , directly or by implication, that the Beverly Hills
weight loss programs are safer than other weight loss programs that

do not include essential fatty acid supplementation.
PAR. 23. Through the use of the statements set forth in
paragraph twenty-one ,

and others not specifically set forth herein
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respondent represents and has represented , directly or by implication

that at the time it made the representation set forth in paragraph
twenty- two , respondent possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis
that substantiated such representation.
PAR. 24. In

truth and in fact ,

at the time it made the

representation set forth in paragraph twenty- two , respondent did not
possess and rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated such
representation. Therefore , the representation set forth in paragraph
twenty- three was , and is , false and misleading.

PAR. 25. In the course and conduct of its business , respondent
provides its customers with diet instructions that require said
customers Inter alia to come in to one of respondent s weight loss
clinics three times a week for monitoring of their progress , including

weighing in. In the course of regularly ascertaining its customers
weight loss progress , respondent , in some instances , is presented with
weight loss results indicating that customers are losing weight
significantly in excess of their projected goals , which is an indication

that they may not be consuming all of the food prescribed by their
diet instructions. Such conduct could , if not corrected promptly,
result in health complications.
PAR. 26. When presented with the weight loss results described
in paragraph twenty- five ,

respondent on many occasions has not

disclosed to the customers that failing to follow the diet instructions

and consume all of the food prescribed could result in health
complications. This fact would be material to consumers in their
s weight loss
programs. In light of respondent s practice of monitoring people on
the programs , said failure to disclose was , and is , a deceptive
purchase and use decisions regarding respondent

practice.
PAR. 27. The

advertisements referred to in paragraph five

including but not necessarily limited to the attached Exhibits D , F, K
, N , 0 , R , Sand T , contain the following statements:
Weeks For $69
inc1uded. 6 week minimum

(a) Special 6
. lab

IExhihit DJ
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(b) Final Week
Limited Special
$10. 00 per week
. Lab includcd

. Eat grocery store foods
.6

week minimum

(Exbibit FJ

(c) 4 WEEKS ONLY $49
(Exbibit KJ

(d) 8 WEEKS ONLY
$99
Plus Pay Only $ I . 00 For Complete Lab Test

(Exhibit Ml
(e) Get 5 weeks of weight loss

for only $59

(Exhibit Nj
(f $ lOa week

medical fee included
6 week minimum
(Exhihit OJ

(g) 8 WEEKS OF WEIGHT LOSS
ONLY $9900 plus
Pay only $1 for complete lab test
(First Time Visit Bonus)
IExhibit RJ

(h) ONE LOW PRICE $5

Program average weekly cost
(Exhibit Sl

(i) ONE LOW PRICE!
30 lb. Program Will Average
$4)0 Pcr Weck
fExhibit Tl

PAR. 28. Through the use of the

statements set forth in

paragraph twenty-seven , and others in advertisements not specifically
set forth herein , respondent represents and has represented , directly
or by implication , that the advertised price is the only cost associated
with losing weight on the Beverly Hil1s weight loss programs.
PAR. 29. In truth and in fact , the advertised price is not the only
cost associated with losing weight on the Beverly Hil1s weight loss
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programs. There are substantial additional mandatory expenses
associated with losing weight on the Beverly Hils weight loss
programs that far exceed the advertised price. Therefore , the
representation set forth in paragraph twenty-eight was , and is , false
and misleading.
PAR. 30. In its advertising and sale of the Beverly Hils weight
loss programs , respondent has represented that the advertised price
is the only cost associated with losing weight on the Beverly Hils
weight loss programs. Respondent has failed to disclose adequately
to consumers the existence and amount of all mandatory expenses
associated with participation in the Beverly Hils programs. This fact
would be material to consumers in their purchase decisions regarding
the programs. The failure to disclose this fact , in light of the
representation made , was , and is , a deceptive practice.
PAR. 31. The advertisements referred to in paragraph five
including but not necessarily limited to the attached Exhibits

contain the following statements:
TIME PATIENTS ONLY
2 WEEKS FREE

(a) 1st

lExhibit UJ

(b) 2 FREE WEEKS
Call For An Appointment
First time members only. :vust be 30 lbs. or more overweight.
(Exhibit VJ

(c) FREE' FREE' FREE'

FREE - 4 WEEK WEIGHT LOSS PROGRAM
(Exhibit WI
(d) WANTED
20 persons to paricipate in a FREE WEIGHT LOSS PROGRAM. Must
need to lose 30 pounds or more. In return , you will authorize BEVERLY
HILLS to use photos and testimonials for advertising purposes. Complete
details available in person only..

(Exhibit Xl

PAR. 32. Through the

use of the statements

set forth in

paragraph thirty-one , and others in advertisements not specifical1y set
forth herein , respondent represents and has represented , directly or by
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implication , that respondent s weight loss programs are being offered
to consumers at no cost.

PAR. 33. In truth and in fact, the receipt of free weight loss
services is contingent upon the purchase , at substantial expense to the
consumer , of other goods or services that are mandatory for
participation in the Beverly Hills weight loss programs. Therefore,
the representation set forth in paragraph thirty- two was , and is, false
and misleading.
PAR. 34. In advertising the free offer of weight Joss services

under the Beverly Hil1s weight loss programs , respondent represents
and has represented that its weight Joss programs are being offered to
consumers at no cost. Respondent has failed to disclose adequately

to consumers that the receipt of free weight loss services is
contingent upon the purchase , at substantial expense to the consumer
of other goods or services that are mandatory for participation in the
Beverly Hills weight loss programs. This fact would be material to
consumers in their purchase decisions regarding the programs. The
failure to disclose this fact , in light of the representation made , was
and is, a deceptive practice.

PAR. 35. In providing advertisements and promotional materials
referred to in paragraph five to its individual franchised or licensed
clinics for the purpose of inducing consumers to purchase its weight
loss and weight maintenance services and products , respondent has
furnished the means and instrumentali ties to those clinics to engage
in the acts and practices alleged in paragraphs five through thirtyfour.

acts and practices of respondent as alleged in this
complaint constitute deceptive acts or practices and the making of
false advertisements in or affecting commerce in violation of Sections
5(a) and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 36. The

Commissioner Owen was recorded as voting in the affirmative
but dissenting as to the exception requiring ful1 numerical disclosures
involving quantitative weight loss maintenance claims in short radio
and TV ads.
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EXHIBIT B
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EXHIBIT C
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EXHIBITD
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EXHIBITF
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EXHIBIT K
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Guaranteed'
WEIGHT LOSS FOR LIFE
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EXHIBIT V
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Start losing weight now at Beverly
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EXHIBIT W

FREE!
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t(?C
PRESENT THIS COUPON AND RECEIV

'" FREE CONSULTATION

"'FREE. 4 WEEK WEIGHT

LOSS PROGRA
lAse J. 7 pou nds per week wi Ih our med iea Ily supervised program
Eatregular food.

1'0 shots
1'0

Pills

GOOD AT STAFFORD LOCATIO:- ONLY
CALL TO DAY

703- 659- 0455
Lab /e
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EXPIRL JANUARY 10, 1990
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WANTED
20 persons to participate in a FREE

WEIGHT LOSS

PROGRA. Must need to lose 30 pounds or more.
In return , you will authorize BEVERLY HILL 10 use
. photos and testimonials for.advertising purposes,

Complete details available in person only at
BEVERLY HILLS WEIGHT LOSS CLINIC
Kroger Shopping Center

Scottsvile Road

lm'll

Call for Appointment

842-4095
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof, and thc respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft complaint which the Boston Regional Office proposed

to present to the Commission for its consideration and which , if
issued by the Commission , would charge respondent with violation
of the Federal Trade Commission Act
The respondent , its attorney, and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft complaint , a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in

such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required hy the
Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thercafter considered the matter and
determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent has
violated the Act , and that complaint should issue stating its charges

in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed consent

agreement and placed such agreement on the public record for a
period of sixty (60) days , now in further conformity with the
procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34 of its Rules , the Commission
hereby makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters the
following order:
Hills Weight Loss Clinics International
(" Beverly Hills ), is a Virginia corporation , with its office and

I. Respondent Beverly
Inc.

principal place of business locatcd at 200 Highpoint A venue , Suite
, Portsmouth , Rhode Island.

Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the rcspondent and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
2. The Federal Trade
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ORDER
DEFINITONS

For the purposes of this order , the fo11owing definitions shall
apply:

Competent and reliable scientifc evidence shall mean those
tests , analyses , research , studies , or other evidence conducted and
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so , using
procedures genera11y accepted in the relevant profession or science
to yield accurate and reliable results;
B.
Weight loss program sha11 mean any program designed to
aid consumers in weight loss or weight maintenance;
C. A
broadcast medium shall mean any radio or television
broadcast , cablecast , home video or theatrical release;
A.

D. For any order-required disclosure in a print medium to be
made " clearly and prominently " or in a " clear and prominent
manner , it must be given both in the same type style and in: (1)
twelve point type where the representation that triggers the disclosure
is given in twelve point or larger type; or (2) the same type size as the

representation that triggers the disclosure where that representation
is given in a type size that is smaller than twelve point type. For any
order-required disclosure given ora11y in a broadcast medium to be
made " clearly and prominently " or in a " clear and prominent
manner , the disclosure must be given at the same volume and in the
same cadence as the representation that triggers the disclosure.
E. A

short broadcast advertisement

sha11 mean any advertise-

ment of thirty seconds or less duration made in a broadcast medium.

It is ordered,
That respondent , Beverly Hills Weight Loss Clinics
International , Inc. , a corporation , its successors and assigns , and its
officers , and respondent' s agents , representatives and employees

direetly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division or other
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device , including franchisees or licensees, in connection with the
advertising, promotion , offering for sale, or sale of any weight loss
program in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:

A. Making any representation , directly or by implication , about
the success of participants on any weight Joss program in achieving
or maintaining weight loss or weight control unless , at the time of
making any such representation , respondent possesses and relies
upon competent and reliable scientific evidence substantiating the
representation , provided , further , that for any representation that:
(1) Any weight loss achieved or maintained through the weight

loss program is typical or representative of all or any subset of
participants using the program, said evidence shall , at a minimum , be
based on a representative sample of:

(a) All participants who have entered the program , where the
representation relates to such persons; provided , however , that the
required sample may exclude those participants who dropped out of
the program within two weeks of their entrance, or who were unable
to complete the program due to illness , pregnancy, or change of
residence; or

(b) All participants who have completed a particular phase of the
program or the entire program , where the representation only relates
to such persons;
(2) Any weight Joss is maintained long- tenn , said evidence shall
at a minimum , be based upon the experience of paricipants who werc
followed for a period of at least two years from their completion of
the active maintenance phase of respondent s program or earlier
termination, as applieable; and

(3) Any weight loss is maintained permanently, said evidence
shall, at a minimum , be based upon the experience of participants
who were followed for a period of time after completing the program
that is either:
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treating
obesity as being of sufficient length for predicting that weight loss
wi1 be permanent , or
(b) Demonstrated by competent and reliable survey evidence as
being of sufficient duration to permit such a prediction.
(a) Generally recognized by experts in the field of

B. Representing, directly or by implication, except through

endorsements or testimonials referred to in paragraph I.E. herein , that
participants of any weight loss program have successfully maintained
weight Joss , unless respondent discloses , clearly and prominently,
and in close proximity to such representation , the statement: " For
many dieters, weight loss is temporary. ; provided , further, that
respondent shall not represent , directJy or by implication , that the
above- quoted statement does not apply to dieters in respondent's
weight loss program; provided , however , that a mere statement about
the existence , design, or content of a maintenance program shall not
without more, be considered a representation that participants of any
weight loss program have successfully maintained weight loss.
C. Representing, directly or by implication , except through short
broadcast advertisements referred to in paragraph I.D. herein , and
except through endorsements or testimonials referred to in paragraph
I.E. herein ,

that participants of any weight loss program

successfully maintained weight Joss ,

have

unless respondent discloses

clearly and prominently, and in close proximity to such representation , the following information:
(1) The average percentage of weight loss maintained by those
participants;

(2) The duration over which the weight Joss was maintained
measured from the date that participants ended the active weight loss
phase of the program , provided , further, that if any portion of the time

period covered includes participation in a maintenance program(s)
that follows active weight loss , such fact must also be disclosed; and
If
the participant population referred to is not representati ve
(3)
of the general participant population for respondent s programs:
(a) The proportion of the total participant population in

respondent s programs that those participants represent , expressed in
terms of a percentage or actual numbers of participants , or

252
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(b) The statement: " Beverly Hils makes no cJaim that this (these)
result(s) is (are) representative of a1l participants in the Beverly Hi1ls
program.

provided ,

further

, that compliance with the obligations of this

paragraph I.c. in no way relieves respondent of the requirement

under paragraph LA. of this order to substantiate any representation

about the success of participants on any weight loss program in
maintaining weight loss.
D. Representing, directly or by implication , in short broadcast
advertisements, that participants of any weight loss program have
successfu1ly maintained weight loss , unless respondent:
(1) IncJudes, cJearly and prominently, and in immediate conjunction with such representation , the statement: "Check at our cJinics for
details about our maintenance record.
(2) For a period of time beginning with the date of the first
broadcast of any such advertisement and ending no sooner than thirty
days after the last broadcast of such advertisement , complies with the
following procedures upon the first presentation of any fonn asking
for infonnation from a potential client, but in any event before such
person has entered into any agreement with respondent:

(a) Give to each potential client a separate document entitled
Maintenance Information " which sha1l include all the information
required by paragraph LB. and subparagraphs 1.C.(1)- (3) of this
order and shall be formatted in the exact type size and style as the
example form below , and sha1l incJude the heading (Helvetica 14 pt.
boJd), lead- in (Times Roman 12 pt.), discJosures (Helvetica 14 pt.
bold), acknowJedgment language (Times Roman 12 pt.) and signature
block therein; provided , further , that no information in addition to
that required to be

incJucted in the document required by this

subparagraph I.D. (2) sha1l be included therein:
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MAINTENANCE INFORMATION
You may have seen our recent ad about maintenance success. Here s some
additional information about our maintenance record.
(DiscJosure of maintenance statistics goes
hercXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJ
For many dieters , weight loss is temporary.
I have read this notice.

(Client Signature) (Date)

(b) Require each potential client to sign such document; and
(c) Give each client a copy of such document; and
provided, however , that if any potential participant who does not then

participate in the program refuses to sign or accept a copy of such
document , respondent shall so indicate on such document and shall
not , for that reason alone , be found in breach of this subparagraph
I.D. (2); and

(3) Retain in each client file a copy of the signed maintenance
notice required by this paragraph; provided , further , that:
(i) Compliance with the obligations of this paragraph I.D. in no
way relieves respondent of the requirement under paragraph LA. of

this order to substantiate any representation about the success of
participants on any weight loss program in maintaining weight loss;
and

(ii) Respondent must comply with both paragraph

I.D. and

paragraph I.c. of this order if respondent includes in any such short
broadcast advertisement a representation about maintenance success
that states a number or percentage , or uses descriptive terms that

convey a quantitative measure such as " most

of our customers

maintain their weight loss long- term ; and
provided , however , that the provisions of paragraph I.D. shall not
apply to endorsements or testimonials referred to in paragraph I.E.
herein.
E. Using any advertisement containing

an cndorsement or testi-

moniaJ about weight loss success or weight Joss maintenance success
by a participant or participants of respondent s weight loss programs

(g) "
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if the weight loss success or weight loss maintenance success

depicted in the advertisement is not representative of what participants in respondent s weight loss programs generally achieve , unle"
respondent discloses , clearly and prominently, and in close pro- :'Jlity
to the endorser s statement of his or her weight loss success or weight
loss maintenance success:

(1) What the general1y expected success would be for Beverly
Hil1s customers in losing weight or maintaining achieved weight loss;
provided , however , that in determining the generally expected

success for Beverly HiIs customers respondent may exclude those
customers who dropped out of the program within two weeks of their
entrance or who were unable to complete the program due to il1ness
pregnancy, or change of residence; or
(2) One of the following statements:
(a) " You should not expect to experience these results.
(b) " This result is not typical. You may not do as wel1.
(c) " This resu1t is not typical. You may be Jess successful."
(d) " ' s success is not typical. You may not do as well."
s experience is not typical. You may achieve less.
(e) "
Results
not
typical."
(f) "
Resu1ts not typical of program participants.
provided , further , that if the endorsements or testimonials covered by

this paragraph are made in a broadcast medium, any disclosure
required by this paragraph must be communicated in a clear and
prominent manner and in immediate conjunction with the
representation that triggers the disclosure; and
provided , however , that:
(i) For endorsements or testimonials about weight loss success

respondent can satisfy the requirements of subparagraph I.E. (l) by
accurately disclosing the generally expected success in the following
pounds over an
phrase: " Beverly Hi1s clients lose an average of
- week treatment period" ; and
average
(ii) Ifthe weight loss success or weight loss maintenance success
depicted in the advertisement is representative of what participants

of a group or subset clearly defined in the advertisement generally
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aehieve , then , in lieu of the disclosures required in either subparagraph I.E. (1) or (2) herein , respondent may substitute a clear and
prominent disclosure of the percentage of all of respondent
customers that the group or subset defined in the advertisement

represents.
F. Representing, directly or by implication , that the price at

which any weight loss program can be purchased is the only cost
associated with losing weight on that program, unJess such is the
case.
G. Representing, directly or by implication , the price at which
any weight Joss program can be purchased, unless respondent
discloses , clearly and prominently, either:

(1) In close proximity to such representation , the existence and
amount of all mandatory costs or fees associated with the program
offered; or

(2) In immediate conjunction with such representation , one of the
following statements:

(a) " Plus the cost of (list of products or services that participants
must purchase at additional cost).
(b) " Purchase of (list of products or services that participants
must purchase at additional costJ required.
provided , further , that in broadcast media, if the representation that
triggers any disclosure required by this paragraph is oral , the required
disclosure must also be made orally.
H. Representing, directly or by impJication , that any weight Joss
program or service can be ohtained for free , unless respondent
discloses , clearly and prominently, either (1) in close proximity to
such representation , the existence and amount of a11 mandatory fees
associated with the free offer; or (2) in immediate conjunction with
such representation , the fol1owing statement: " You must pay for flist
of products or services that participants must purchase at additional
cost) to take advantage of this free offer. ; provided , further , that in
broadcast media , if the representation that triggers the disclosure is
oral , the disclosures required by either (J) or (2) of this paragraph
must also be made orally.
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for a period of time

beginning with the date of any advertisement of the price at which
any weight loss program can be purchased and ending no sooner that
180 days after the last dissemination of any such advertisement , to
consumers who inquire about the cost of any weight loss program , or
are told about the eost of any weight loss program , the existence and
amount of any mandatory costs or fees associated with participation
in the program; provided, however , that respondent may satisfy this

requirement by directing its weight loss centers to disclose

the

information , by providing the center personnel with suggested
language to be used when responding to telephone inquiries and by

making its best efforts to ensure compliance with its directive to
disclose price information over the telephone.
J. Representing, directly or by implication , the average or

typical rate or speed at which participants or prospective participants
in any weight loss program have lost or wil lose weight , unless at the
time of making sueh representation , respondent possesses and relies
upon competent and reliable scientific evidence substantiating the
representation.
K. Representing, directly or by implication , that participants or
prospective participants in respondent s weight loss programs have
reached or will reach a specified weight within a specified time

period , unless at the time of making such representation , respondent
possesses and relies upon competent and reliable scientific evidence
substantiating the representation.
L. Making comparisons between the efficacy of respondent

weight loss program(s) and the efficacy of any other weight loss
and/or diet program(s), unless at the time of making such
representation , respondent possesses and relies upon a competent and
reliable scientific study or survey substantiating the representation.

M. Making comparisons between the safety of respondent
weight loss program(s) and the safety of any other weight loss and/or

diet program(s), unless at the time of making such representation
respondent possesses and relies upon competent and reliable
scientific evidence substantiating the representation.
N. Failing to disclose , clearly and prominently, either (1) to each
participant who , after the first two weeks on the program ,

is

experiencing average weekly weight loss lhat exceeds two percent
(2%) of said participant s initial body weight, or three pounds
whichever is less , for at least two consecutive weeks, or (2) in writing
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to all participants , when they enter the program , that failure to follow

the diet instructions and consume the total caloric intake
recommended may involve the risk of developing serious health
complications.
O. Misrepresenting, directly or by implication , the existence
contents, validity, results , conclusions , or interpretations of any test
or study.

P. Misrepresenting, directly or by implication , the perfonnance
efficacy, or safety of any weight loss program or weight loss product.
II.

It Is further ordered That respondent shall notify the Commission

at least thirty (30) days prior to the effective date of any proposed
change in the corporate respondent such as dissolution, assignment,
or sale resulting in the emergence of a successor corporations, the
creation or dissolution of subsidiaries ,

or any other change in the

corporation that may affect compliance obligations arising out of this
order.

That for three (3) years after the last date of
dissemination of any representation covered by this order,
respondent , or its successors and assigns , shall maintain and upon
request make available to the Federal Trade Commission for
II is further ordered,

inspection and copying:
A. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating such

representation; and
B. All tests , reports , studies , surveys , demonstrations or other
evidence in its possession or control that contradict , qualify, or call
into question such representation , or the basis relied upon for such
representation , including complaints from consumers.
IV.

It Is further ordered That respondent shall distribute a copy of
this order to each of its officers , agents , representatives, independent
contractors and employees , who is involved in the preparation and
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placement of advertisements or promotional materials or in communication with customers or prospective customers or who have any
responsibilities with respect to the subject matter of this order; and

for a period of five (5) years from the date of entry of this order
distribute same to all future such officers , agents , representatives
independent contractors and employees.

It

Is

further ordered,

That:

A. Respondent shall distribute a copy of this order to each of its
franchisees and licensees and shall contractually bind them to comply

with the prohibitions and affirmative requirements of this order;
respondent may satisfy this contractual requirement by incorporating
such order requirements into its current Operations Manual; and
B. Respondent shall further make reasonable efforts to monitor
its franchisees ' and licensees ' compliance with the order provisions;

respondent may satisfy this requirement by: (1) taking reasonable
steps to notify promptly any franchisee or licensee that respondent
determines is failing materially or repeatedly to comply with any
order provision; (2) providing the Federal Trade Commission with
the name and address of the franchisee or licensee and the nature of
the noncompliance if the franchisee or licensee fails to comply
promptly with the relevant order provision after being so notified;
and (3) in cases where that franchisee s or licensee s conduct

constitutes a material or repeated violation of the order , diligently
pursuing reasonable and appropriate remedies available under its
franchise or license agreement and applicable state law to bring about
a cessation of that conduct by the franchisee or licensee.
VI.

It Isfurther ordered That respondent shall , within sixty (60) days
after the date of service of this order , file with the Commission a
report , in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which
it has complied with this order.
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IN THE MATTER OF

DOCTORS MEDICAL WEIGHT LOSS CENTERS , INC. , ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETe. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLA TIO:' OF
SECS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket C- 3516. Comptuint ,

Aug.

, I

994-- Decision , Aug.

, 1994

This consent order prohibits , among other things , the Florida commcrcial diet
program companies and their officer from misrepresenting the performance or
safety of any diet program they offer in the future , and requires the respondents
to possess competent and reliable scientific evidence to suhstantiate any future
claims they make about weight loss , weight loss maintenance , or rate of weight

loss; to make a number of disclosures regarding maintenance success cJaims;
and to disclose all mandatory fees.

Appearances
For the Commission: Eric Bash , Matthew Daynard

and

Richard

F. Kelly.

For the respondents:

Gabriel Imperato, Broad

Cassell,

Fort

Lauderdale , FL.
COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that

Doctors Medical Weight Loss Centers , Inc. (" DMWLC" ), Doctors
Weight Loss Centers, Inc. ("DWLC" ), and Joyce A. Schuman , individually and as an officer of said corporations (hereinafter
collectiveIy, " respondents ), have violated the provisions of the
Federal Trade Commission Act , and it appearing to the Commission
that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public
interest , alleges:

PARAGRAPH 1. (a) Respondents DMWLC and DWLC are
formerly doing business , with their principal

Florida corporations ,

offices and places of business located at 5479 A North Federal
Highway, Fort Lauderdale , Florida.
(b) Respondent Joyce A. Schuman is an officer of the corporate
respondents. Individually or in concert with others , she formulates
directs , and controls the acts or practices of the corporate
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respondents , including the acts or practices alleged in this complaint.
Her principal residence is located at 2730 Sea Island Drive , Fort
Lauderdale, Florida.

(c) Respondents have cooperated and acted together in carrying
out the acts and practices al1eged in this complaint.
PAR. 2. Respondents have advertised or otherwise promoted
offered for sale , and sold , weight reduction and weight control
programs and products, and have made them available to consumers
at their weight loss centers. Respondents have offered for sale and
sold diet programs of 800 to 1500 calories per day, that include food
as " food" is defined in Section 15 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of

their business

respondents have disseminated or have caused to be disseminated

advertisements for weight reduction and weight control programs and
products. Respondents have placed these advertisements with

various media for the purpose of inducing consumers to purchase
their programs and products. Respondents have further advertised
their weight loss programs through the use of promotional materials,
including pamphlets and brochures , given to customers and

prospective customers at individual weight loss center 10cations.
PAR. 4. The acts and practices of respondents al1eged in this

complaint have been in or affecting commerce , as " commerce "
defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

is

PAR. 5. Respondents ' advertisements and promotional materi-

als include , but are not necessarily limited to , the advertisements and
promotional materials attached hereto as Exhibits APAR. 6. The advertisements and promotional materials referred
to in paragraph five , attached hereto as Exhibits A- J, contain the
fol1owing statements:
(a) " Permanent Weight Loss " (Exhihit A)
(b) " Lose 3- 8 pounds per week. safely, economically, and permanently with
professional supervision. " (Exhibit B)

(c) " WHAT MAKES A WEIGHT LOSS PROGRAM GREAT'... Results
should be long lasting & offer a lifetime solution to a weight problem n O GUESS
WHAT' ... We just described the DOCTORS WEIGHT LOSS PROGRAM.
(ExhibilS C(d) " Doctors Weigh1 Loss Advantage You Keep The Wcigh1 Off'
(Exhibit F)

(e) " The best way to losc weight and keep It off' (Exhibit G)
(I) " TAKE

IT OFF... A:'D KEEP

IT

OFF!" (Exhihit H)

(g) " '"
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WHAT MAKES OUR PROGRAM THE BEST?... LONG- LASTING
RESULTS... ' 3 years later and I'm still slim , trim , healthy. It s no prohlem staying
(Exhibit I)
a size 5....
(h) " I rcached my goal and lost 30 1bs. in just 10 weeks. " (Exhibit J)

PAR. 7. Through

the use of the statements contained in the

advertisements referred to in paragraph six , and others in advertise-

ments or promotional materials not specifically set forth herein
respondents have represented , directly or by implication , that;

(a) DMWLCIDWLC customers typically are successful in
reaching their weight loss goals and maintaining their weight loss
either Jong- tenn

or permanently;

(b) DMWLCIDWLC customers typically are successful in
maintaining their weight loss achieved under the DMWLCIDWLC
diet program; and
(c) DMWLC/DWLC customers typically are successful in
reaching their weight loss goals.
PAR. 8. Through

the use of the statements contained in the

others in
advertisements or promotional materials not specifically set forth
herein , respondents have represented , directly or by implication , that
advertisements referred to in paragraph six , and

at the time they made the representations set forth in paragraph seven
respondents possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis that
substantiated such representations.
PAR. 9. In truth and in fact , at the time respondents made the
representations set forth in paragraph seven , they did not possess and
rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated such representations.
Therefore , respondents, representation as set forth in paragraph eight
was and is false and misleading.
PAR. 10. The advertisements referred to in paragraph five

attached hereto as Exhibits A, C, D- , and J- N contain the following
statements:
(a) " S11 PER WEEK" (Exhihits A , F , J , L- 1')
(b) " $15 PER WEEK" (Exhibit C)
(c) " $8 PER WEEK" (Exhihits D and E)
(d) " $9 PER WEEK" (Exhibit K)
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PAR. 11. Through the use of the statements contained in the
others in
advertisements or promotional materials not specifically set forth

advertisements referred to in paragraph ten , and

herein , respondents have represented , directly or by implication , that
the advertised price is the only cost associated with losing weight on
the DMWLCIDWLC weight loss program.
PAR. 12. In truth and in fact , the advertised price is not the only
cost associated with losing weight on the DMWLCIDWLC weight
loss program. There are substantial , additional mandatory expenses

associated with participation in the DMWLC/DWLC weight loss
program. Therefore , respondents , representation as set forth in

paragraph eleven was and is false and misleading.
PAR. 13. In advertising the price of the DMWLCIDWLC
weight loss program , respondents have failed to disclose to
consumers the existence and amount of all mandatory expenses

associated with participation in the DMWLCIDWLC weight loss
program. This fact would be material to consumers in their purchase

or use decisions regarding the weight loss program. In light of
respondents ' representation as set forth in paragraph eleven that the

quoted price represents

the only cost associated with the

DMWLC/DWLC weight loss program , said failure to disclose was
and is a decepti ve practice.
PAR. 14. The advertisements
attached hereto as Exhibits B ,

referred to in paragraph five

L , M , and N , contain the following

statements:
(a) " Lose 3- 8 pounds per week , safely, economically. and permanently with
professional supervision, " (Exhibit B)

(b) " STARTTODAY BE 30 LBS. LIGHTER IN 30 DA
(c) " LOSE 3 TO 7 LBS. A Week" (Exhibit M)
(d) " LOSE 3- 6 LBS. A WEEK" (Exhibit N)

" (Exhibit L)

PAR. 15. Through the use of the statements contained in the
advertisements referred to in paragraph fourteen , and others in

advertisements or promotional materials not specifically set forth
herein , respondents have represented , directly or by implication , that

consumers fol1owing the DMWLC/DWLC weight loss program
typically lose weight at an average rate of:
(a) Thirty pounds in thirty days; and
(b) Three to eight pounds per week.
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PAR. 16. The advertisements
attached hereto as Exhibits C-

referred to in paragraph five,

and N contain

the following

statements:
(a) " LOSE UP TO 7 LBS PER WEEK" (Exhibits C , D)
(b) " LOSE UP TO 6 LBS. PER WEEK" (Exhibit E)
(c) " Up to 6 Ibs. per week weight loss " (Exhibit N)

PAR. 17. Through the use of the statements contained in the
advertisements referred to in paragraph sixteen , and others in

advertisements or promotiona1 materials not specifically set forth
herein , respondents have represented , directly or by implication , that
an appreciable number of consumers following the DMWLCIDWLC
weight loss program typically lose weight at an average rate of six to
seven pounds per week.

PAR. 18. Through the use of the statements contained in the
advertisements referred to in paragraphs fourteen and sixteen , and
others in advertisements or promotional materials not specifically set
forth herein , respondents have represented , directly or by implication
that at the time they made the representations set forth in paragraphs
fifteen and seventeen ,

respondents possessed and relied upon a

reasonable basis that substantiated such representations.
PAR. 19. In truth and in fact , at the time respondents made the
representations set forth in paragraphs fifteen and seventeen , they did
not possess and rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated such
representations. Therefore , respondents ' representation as set forth
in paragraph eighteen was and is false and misleading.
PAR. 20. In the routine course and conduct of their business
respondents have provided their customers with diet protocols that
required said customers Inter alia to come in to one of respondents
weight loss centers thrce to six times a week for monitoring of their
progress , including weighing in. In the course of regularly ascertaining weight loss progress, respondents , in some instances , have been
presented with weight loss results indicating that customers have
been losing weight significantly in excess of their projected goals
which is an indication that they may not have been consuming all of
the food prescribed by their diet protocol. Such conduct could , if not
corrected promptly, result in health complications.
PAR. 21. When presented with the weight 10ss results described
in paragraph twenty, respondents, on many occasions , have not
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disclosed to the customers that failing to follow the diet protocol and

consume all of the calories

prescribed could result in health

complications. This fact would be material to customers in their
purchase or use decisions regarding the weight loss program. In light
of respondents '

praetice of monitoring customers ,

said failure to

disclose was and is a deceptive practice.
PAR. 22. The acts and practices of respondents as alleged in this

complaint constitute deceptive acts or practices , and the making of
false advertisements , in or affecting

commerce in violation of

Sections 5(a) and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

Commissioner Owen was recorded as voting in the affirmative
but dissenting as to the exception requiring full numerical disclosures
involving quantitative weight loss maintenance claims in short radio
and TV ads.
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EXHIBIT B
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:Jnothcr hJlf-ooml d' rjt.

six weeks. .

On All Travel including
Amtrak. SR, Citizen Coupon Booklets
Cruises. Tours. Hotels
No! !

Etc.

OlleT!!
Iic(lble to airline ticke!!!. and spcci&ll "romotional

While some of the eosh c("
out of money funds r, :1s gene

stocks. income.oriented srrJ.

vcstorsho\' crushedintcr
fundsth:Jlstill p:Jynperccr
more, In M;1rch , for inst:mce

InvestmcntComp.Jny Instill.tt

ports thot ir, v('stors

r('ceeme

net S!J73 million from monev fl
:1nd rlddcn 0 nC'!

4 bilJior. to L
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EXHIBIT C
6E Sun- Sentinel.

Wednesday. September 19.

WHA T MAKES A
WEIGHT LOSS
PROGRAM

1990

GREAT?*
I LOST 43 LBS.
IN JUST 15 WiKS"

I neeed
HELPII
CDu.c:n t do It

on my own.
It was

to follow and
I wasn t hungry, The nice

it-

pa was
CDuld eat

regular
&. stlillosel-

JEAN HAll

LOSl UP

lLBS
PER

.Mubt:II! eayiUl\
10""

. Mu be IItJi e J1 ill UL:ion! r. as
e.lngclAin
cU1let&
. ReI5
a.ld be nq li5tn & oner a
Illflimr
luiOn Ie..
t1 proble.
. UubeaMorlDle&DrugFr.

GUE5S 'MTl... We Just deSCbc the OOaORS VVGH
lOSS PROG Ca now tor

LAST CHAN CE

FINAL DAY

,

PER WEEKEXP. i/2Z .
Onl'

. you ME c.!'uJUi!1on.

DADI 8ROWAID
....It.._
I--"..
'N.'-"-'.I",__ .n..1n1'_
.K__ ,m_'.I1."'L..--.-.- ",.w "11--_
ZI-

I .C:"'''IU-

''m-'_''.'- UJ. nol

W""S 'f"

.'I"_wn-

PAUl .EACH

43rn oo....,--

Jr.41 .c.......__ 1D-- ,W.
p,.."a .
uI.
EDlFEEuPPlE EH. iS"".

E)ClS
S. Hab1a E.p.no1 TOLL FREE. 1. S00. 940. SLlM
ptJd
1 P. M. SAT. 'T1 P.M .
.IOURS: MON. FRI.I! A.

I M.joCrJdil C.rdl"'
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EXHIBITD

\ If

1/l '

OVERWEIGHT MEN

, WOMEN AND TEENS

LB5.
IT WAS EASY

LOST

82

ONLY'
PER

WEKWI

WrOI AIlOSS

PROGJ

GREAT?

.Il&!lgf

Vt1'
Iat
fb'bltn"

.. .IW

;'WfOOC'!e&
.: Ib 5lc

t1gl!(I

f'0II01

lr7g

'I'I:

'9Ptr:le'

JffOII1Ie&Or.t

hil

GUESS w;n
We

deSCribed
DOCTORS
LOSS

Just

the

WEIGH
PROC.
now

Ca!,

for)'1.

. consuJti\tfon.
LOSE IJ IV 7
DOCTORS WEIGHT

'Cifo

jl'(I!I

i:-

7'''' .,

Add

Beautiful

LiVing Space, .
Hjghly

Insulared .

. Available
in Different Colors
! r 0 Wood Paneling
Inside

AWnings
'''- .. L...

, ShurC'

. Accardion

r:rcr!n El1tJosutts,
10015
ahl!mi!

Rell Up
Shl1c-1"

Le. PEl
lOSS

CENTER

'-CI. t7t) '8c
J!I-

='"-

, ?:

,., \

, , ,,"..,..,,.' '-.' ' '

" ,. .. ,,,

"".

"',.
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EXHIBIT E

OVERWEIGHT MEN, WOMEN AND TEENS

lS aren

81lBS.

I lOST

.The
acous:Jcs: " The acoustics
eprociuc:tion is fa!:uare good. tr.
lous , the the,mris fabuJous. It

.IT WAS EASY

just lhat it'sfteezi!1g and there arc
no bathrooms. " - Ma:ldne Adler

of Pa!mBeZlch
. The b"'throoms: " AwfuI.Thev
should r.:Jve on or t 'IO extra one
in here. We ve been in this line !o

J Ion!; timt. ..nd we re not even
Sylvia r'ei!1cto(BocJ
mOiling.

R;Jlon

WHAT MAKE. A

WEGH LOSS

I

rROGR

GREAT?*

(The:!tl't designers hod vowed I

lEtlSJle.

that there wouid be enough tes!.
roomsJndth,,tthcnwould belil.

tIe or no w:!l!l!1g urne.

I'

8 Getting to the theater :It.
pJrkmg: J:wasnoproblem

said

Valentm:: 5osa. who is !'. ere on va-

.- jn\ & o!1t H
lion 10 l..e'Gh' p' ::e'"
:rc'
! II!orc;

cation from Caracas , Venezueia

. M

I GUESS

sales tax in 198
Jyr. ueilnd s\.

tllC DOCTOR:'

potterswl'nl'

T;IGI-I LOSS

PROGN\;.!. (;1:1
. ;:'r, 'O\i' ,ror \'oll

downtow:1 offici:!ls lO kick. ir, $27
55 ITil!:ori wort
million c:!sh
of l:!nd. The rest of Uu' monev IS

REI COi\SL1L\TIC

:Il:on lo:!n.

Even so , t e :!:-s cen er st:!nds
$9 million in the red. L :!nkslo

'CulltrR'dgr_

Jl'einlund. raislnb

'Bri

ovem.ms:!nd a $j, rrtlli(Jnshort.

SLaflWrirrrTJoWoolfeconlria.
u/ed 10 !hisrr 'Jcr!.

LOSE UP TO 6
WTEK

Fl. LAUDERDALE

corn: n go frotI. ;: r1 va Ie d on:! Ii on
.and:! $6 rr.

I.."_

ws. PER

''I!1tg1\Ptlf 'aUP'"!1 02.
3 .Hal

:m.. 'FL

llr'rTIT!""'.
.N
Milmj Bm
II.;CMI CI'
' A.C!if.

00 'B

'
SE .
rdll!_ ""sm
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IrBnd_ :m. S4S4
PllrBnrn_ C1. 11.
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Bm () Pv

.-..i

J:,

Vial

gn-m1

'5hm1- m

!hl!\l1r Pl 1:!m1
',*.Ui1 iri ""th6JJJ
. '!t"Jj

..e.

",.:.tjo, o;;-:

WINTER CLEARANCE
through Sunday, March Jrd
Exhisi t

J\'l..

('iustdescr:bcd

\X'"
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!1! h:r. gc o n p'J jIC pprova1. ;hey
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yax'
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EXHIBITF

NOW AVAILABLE" CHOOSE YOUR OWN WEGHT tOSS PROGRA

PROGRAM

.Ne 'lXaa
Foo To Bu

oE4t Ru RemurMI
& 5opIrmr t foo
.0,11 On Onl! Persru
Super\luion Throuhou
PROGRAM

For You Col'wnienc. Dodon!
W..lght Jou Approved o.
FreIn Froun MeaJi An NOY

AViitable At Lo, Lo Stperk.t
Prices! So \V Bu Exprsi\ diet
'-eals A! Other Weigh!

unlers

.0.1,00"
'C""'.'"'' ,..--.
nJ1 "...."

.

H'''''" .....,....,10_-

t.d"..II""ulh..,S

S....bl.E",

'1IL.-

_It--
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IIII
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'w_""'
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'U-

" 00'.
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EXHIBIT G

f' -

:1,- ' 1

Ch Doane viits with bacbelor Cblld Sclldt at

\1aryMasbaum, lelt,lIlbbacbelor/FortL.uder-

thtrettl!lfU1d. r-erbe!duSta

d.ae Commiiooer Car Keno alld Tara Call1loll.

END OF SUMMER CLEARANCE

ITIONAL 25

'AK

'h.t I. re6J

c0'1f)
472

OrJ!iC?

N. Ocean Drive

Sea RanQt,

/0 OFF

already ' eCuced sale items
now 30% 1050% OFF

FI.Cf

Cen!er -

SPECT

F"t. Lauderdale .

:1'

LOSE WEIGHT

CRUI

ABor

SPECIAL: SAlE" HI1S: MON. SAT
' 3:30- 5:3C
RACK'
$5S $'5;52
Y'1
'.5\I 78.1- 0181
.yatU 10 $Be.

NO EXE1 SIV

!ntm

Desig:

FOOD TO BUY (cokee

E.t n !\V tt5t:Hlr:!1 vou ,hooe . . . shut home
n15 with your family \'.hilt losing all :he weigh! you w.n:.

ThtbtWlYlolcsft tanktltorf
cbgC'(oo\Db

'\'Ulnoe

DOORS WEGHT
Fre Consultation

r-----I 50%
L__
Sherry

Bishop.
m m linllining

my Hgure with
HERBAL BALANCE

E:xr.:::.:

LOSS CL'\TIRS

and Evaluation

OFF NEW PROGRAMS I

J:

Ca or Drop In For A Fr

Consultation '

FT. L.UCERCAL - 5!1-4egg HOUYwOOD. -

PUNTAT10N .."'" 740.0115 BOCA R.Tci
COAAL SP. .....""" 753.500 DILRAY

nt. 5a13'
44..e
272 5454

CADE/PALM eCHo CAl TOU. FREE '. 8D;4SUM
PEOPLE PROVE
MAJOR CREIT CARD

ACQ: .

115
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EXHIBIT H

;i-

LUU S. t\ndrcu.' s Avc.
Mention

Ad

For Free Beverage wlLur:ch

525- 7656

:,..'1

TAKE IT OFF. . . AND
KEEP IT OFF!

nh-

JlJr-"

l1troduclng The New Fast Track Program

'or.

aJk.

'is

Discover the easy,
fast , or. ": . !o-one

approach to
weight loss!

'I: Decters Weight L ss Cer ers we
oHe" an al erna:, ve 10 :" cse (;' ':8

meetings that r.ay C2:.se you 8:'ba.rrassment a". d make Y'J' ': feel uncOr., fo!1cDie.

Wher. YO'J're tr/r g to

Jose weight , the 10151 thrg you need
is an al:die ce.
Ir, our' private

Jne- on- one cClsul
:'le suppO:1 and

ler. you will receive
gu:dance you need

rc;: cur sl.:!!.

CALL FOR FREE INFORMA TlONAND BROCHURE
; Hcll\"

. P1'"I !IO"
. w"" O" O,m 'o'e . .
. """D,"OILI9 lhOU" "'
. c : L"J
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EXHIBIT I
IR

TUESDAY . NOVEM8ER 6.

1990,

THE MlAMI Hrn ALD ' JJ1i'A

BEFORE

II"
J,: ,
i'

f;"
167 LBS.

WHAT MAKES
OUR PROGRAM
. EFFECTNE .

-SA"
. WNG LATING RESULTS
. F-ASY

117 LBS.

THE

BEST?

. PRIVATE CQUNSEUNQ

INEXENSIV. NO
PRE. PACKAGED roODS

TO BUY

116 LBS.
'3 yr, l3er an I'm:s hm. tr &

" he. U'snoprs\ang l:IaS

... W!f Mar.

FLEBLE. EAT. IN RESTAURAS:
FAST FOOD OUTLETS OR AT HOME

.. "pEOPl.
DOOR
APPROVED.
E PROVEN

BROWARD
PALM BEACH
.. W""""P""''D..PI''.4J2. 'Z'''
2!5-1i
.BoR.IDn
UJ.5227
. 0.1..,. a..u ._0- 272. 11&.
!!il'''
.W. P.lma..ch_ "n.,-.
.CQI$II"I
7S3-SO
1N..2U
.zl' 11Q .. PIom.Of. 74..1r5
21100
.. HotP .._u_..-. "'-6U
W_cnut.,I'.ml.ml .. S51.1U1

CACE

-CIIII..Rlcf8.

..'8rk..!
NJ,,_,,.. Nor

I.ml 8...-

.. k--II...__
.

Exh

::i t :

.. LahWOt
SWe-
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EXHIBIT J

SUNDAY , JUNE 24 , 1990, THE MIAMI HERALD

:11.

I WAS NEVER HUNGRY,

It Reay Works. I'm Livig Proofl" -

113 Lbs.

143 Lbs.
my go

-4IOs1
30 Ibs. In ro
lUSfill, 0 ""ee
WfI9'J!
O$$ 1$ bond

Ar

raa

WO abo I ntrrflll

do it, bu11 ha.d nolhing to
11311
encouraged, espelaJly

I didn'1 kncr rf I cokj

hungf' Of dBPfIt, I onr;

. Ki M.

when I

You

Mlal

EASE INTO SUMMER

DOCTORS WEIGHT with a brand new figure. ": cNEW" Permanent Weight Le Tap
4 PART PROGRAM Now Av lale To Th Publ
CaD To See HOW EArT ISI . "$
1. w'l:lliJlutlru!oo
LOSS CENTERS "

T!

"'I!Wtyw

b!lll!n:
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nt' '1 Md)lh,
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R
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EXHIBIT K
T"e NeW5 Mo"cav , Julv 8. 19'1 A7

Sail the Incomparable " SAGAFJORO"

J.Deigger
Labels
.
I!\!!I' J\odl I

UNEATABLE Prices

at Our

.'..V....

;Ct"'L",'!YLI'S...h'Jtr I

Carbbean Cruse - 13 Days

' N.. Mjll.. '

OFF '
ntiTe il'vcntory

"A""...

Can TERRY - 286- 0777

r,,,..,,,,.,.,,An'" :

' _'R

"'I,

Oct. 17 - Oct. 30

5000

"'Jrf'

_o.l',"_.

'1Ib:,1

- I " Lost. SSLbs.

..i

. STUART

287-o0M

'BOCARATON
-OEl-RAY/BOCA

4711-4,

. WEST PALM BEACH 473- 1446

'U.KEWORT

1!9. 2221

17 LOCATIONS

'h'l r;,.

W'l

15I iKI

72. !!454

LOSSVAR1ES'i'11! Drv!C'JAL

' #'1 :

J\-

J5

lO-

.STORM
Servin The Treasure Coast Since 1979

d :

:lr.
; I

:'t !

:Jor
d ,
"T

HURA CANE STORM PANELS
DO IT YOURS ELFERS" .

"0""",'
'!c..
. Cy"""Cc",
""d'Lo' Cc,"
'1

8g"

\ I," \ " , I

:,1'
::CM,,

wldai

PAN

, :;2"
' IIIOln9

--OP\" ::AJE?,
! ANG

!:xh

bi:. K

"- BAHAMA
. SHUTTERS

4S'
E. 2,

90' --

rHNUM FO!.D- DOWN

".,,.r-

'LO1U

.."".ou

,..COI'

/lEG. SALE

228- ' 1 gO-

'4g3"" ' 411-

///AY..
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EXHIBIT L
10A Swn--entlnel , Monday. June 11 , 1990

Any weight loss is
bound to fail unles
you learn to eat at
fast fOod outlets and

loday s restaurants.
DOCTORS WEIGHT
LOSS CENTERS HA VE

A 4 PART PROGRAM
t lese '-ill whle eatin re

fOO Ihal you buy al lhe

:=7Irlclandpreparll
2. Learn 'Ial1o Nil &. f' 10
ordll While &sti 11

aid' s.

etc. ..

DenlTs. Re LobI'..

and S1i1 lo ""t

Slay Il'ln lor

fOfYO\

'II.

IT I!

ov !rll frOZ

IOWSIpe81

, One on On Pen
\'sItJruOV

s..

My husband keeps Ie/ling
how grx
look.
had

me

low bloo suar

befcxe

slar1ed DOCTORS WEIGHT
LOSS CENTERS. But now

feel great"
Jolanta Gawlik

Riviers Beacl , FL

BROW ARD
PALM BEACH
DADE
. P.mbra. Pin..IDuil - 43-8 . Bo R.lon 4n''''''1111'
..CullerRidll_
HoII.8d
/o-..1d - QI
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EXHIBITM

MONDAY , AUGUST S. \990, THE MIAMI HERALD' :Ie:

LOST 25 LBS,
WEEKS!

IN

I feel
better about

mvself &

h)'sicaly
feel
wonderful,
K.1hy

CohJ

I " ' I'
Jr.

LOSE 3- 1' LBS. A Week,
..I

far only

: $11 per WEEK* :

I' .

1.1W1. Q!1r Fgr II", PrD(! ali,

Lose all the weight you want while

learning to live and eat in loday

modern worid of fast food outlets,
Denny , Red Lobster ,

Pizza Hut,

restaurants , convenien e stores, etc.

PROGRAMS FOR MEN, WOMEN, AND TEENS

CALLor DROP- IN for FREE CONSULTATION

- II CI

DADE

, I, r
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EXHIBIT N

"'un-SenUntt. TuMd8Y, Juty31. 1990

REVOLUTIONARY NEW WAY
TO LOSE WEIGHT

YOU DO IT YOUR WAY!
PROGRAM #1
No

P9Clal lood, 10 buy. You OBt

restauranl toca or ,,-permerkul
rood you prepare at home. On8 on
onll perBonal 5Upll
5lon through-

out. Up 10 6 Ibs. pllr WNk _Ight
Iou.

PROGRAM #2
For your canYonlence , now Bva/lable. a! your Supermarket delicIous

money saving, !rash lrozen meals
100% compatible wnn the Doclor,
Weigh' Loss Program. Th8fe s no
need to biI expensive dlel meals

rWSEJ:ij"lBs-

81 other weight loss centers ever

10"
for.only
WEEKI

PER

Wr1

:

DOCTORS WEIGHT LOSS ADVANTAGE:
II * 1'

I: 1\
(q 1/...

IV

again I

I ' ,.I
I "

L______---_
J'
Wh

1.18180 I t.8d hih
' W1. an my chllf

while learning to

d'llf ha

DADE

food outlets. convenIence stores , and

HoI

restaurants.

BROWARD

. W"(-".._h 1'..

.-I'-fU

- Q:.

._1M 1-'
.Co"I

PALM BEACH

.""''81.08.,..-

.IC,..",-. w . '.i0-'
8LabW-

: II
Exr. D:' ': N

live and eat in

today s modern world eating at fast

2611. In

, t S !J.

slvely, and do It your way, You l! lake
the weight off and learn to keep it

bl 1)- .

' h'FO mOlM my
d'OIloI1381myblpl-

j W.118 -, go

Lose the weight you want , Inexpen
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Order

DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof , and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a

draft of complaint which the Bureau

of Consumer

Protection proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration , and whieh , if issued by the Commission , would charge
respondents with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondents , their attorneys , and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set
forth in the aforesaid draft of compJaint , a statement that the signing
of said agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not
constitute an admission by respondents that the law has been violated
as al1eged in such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as
required by the Commission s Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that thc respondents
had violated the said Act , and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days , now in further conformity with the
procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34 of its Rules , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:

DMWLC and DWLC are corporations orga
nized , existing and formerly doing business under and by virtue of
I. Respondents

the laws of the State of Florida , with their offices and principal place
of business located at 5479 A North Federal Highway, Fort
Lauderdale , Florida.
2. Respondent Joyce A. Schuman is an individual with her

principal residence located at 2730 Sea Island Drive ,

Fort

Lauderdale , Florida.
Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of the proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
3. The Federal Trade
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ORDER
DEFINITOKS

For the purposes of this order , the following definitions shall
apply:

Competent and reliable scientifc evidence shall mean those
tests , analyses , research , studies , or other evidence based on the
A.

expertise of professionals in the relevant area , that have been

conducted and evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified
to do so ,

using procedures generally accepted in the profession to
yield accurate and reliable results;
B.
Weight loss program shall mean any program designed to
aid consumers in weight loss or weight maintenance;
broadcast medium shall mean any radio or television
broadcast , cablecast , home video , or theatrical release;
C. A

D. For any order-required disclosure in print media to be made
clearly and prominently, " or in a " clear and prominent manner, " it
must be given both in the same type style and in: (1) twelve point
type where the representation that triggers the disclosure is given in

twelve point or larger type; or (2) the same type size

as the

representation that triggers the disclosure where that representation
is given in a type size that is smaller than twelve point type. For any
order-required disclosure given orally in a broadcast medium to be
made " clearly and prominently, " or in a " clear and prominent
manner " the disclosure must be given at the same volume and in the
same cadence as the representation that triggers the disclosure;
E. A
short broadcast advertisement shall mean any advertisement of thirty seconds or less duration made in a broadcast medium.

That respondents DMWLC, a corporation , DWLC
,
their
successors and assigns , and their officers , and
a corporation
It

Is

ordered,

Joyce A. Schuman , individually and as an officer of said corpo-

rations ,

and respondents, agents, representatives , and employees

directly or through any corporation, subsidiary, division , or other
device , in connection with the advertising, promotion , offering for
sale , or sale of any weight Joss program , in or affecting commerce , as
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commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do
forthwith cease and desist from:

A. Making any representation , directly or by implication , about
the success of participants on any weight loss program in achieving
or maintaining weight loss or weight control unless , at the time of
making any such representation, respondents possess and rely upon
competent and reliable scientific evidence substantiating the representation , provided , further , that for any representation that:

(1) Any weight loss achieved or maintained through the weight

loss program is typical or representative of all or any subset of
participants of respondents ' program ,

said evidence shall ,
minimum , be based on a representative sample of:

at a

(a) All participants who have entered the program , where the
representation relates to such persons; provided , however , that the
required sample may exclude those participants who dropped out of
the program within two weeks of their entrance , or who were unable
to complete the program due to illness , pregnancy, or change of
residence; or

(b) All participants who have completed a particular phase of the
program or the entire program , where the representation only relates
to such persons;
(2) Any weight loss is maintained long- tenn , said evidence shall
at a minimum , be based upon the experience of paricipants who were

followed for a period of at least two years from their completion of
the active maintenance phase of respondents, program or earlier
termination , as applicable; and
(3) Any weight loss is maintained permanently, said evidence
shall , at a minimum , be based upon the experience of participants
who were followed for a period of time after completing the program
that is either:
(a) Generally recognized by experts in the field of treating
obesity as being of sufficient length for predicting that weight loss
will be permanent , or
(b) Demonstrated by competent and reliable survey evidence as
being of sufficient duration to permit such a prediction.
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B. Representing, directly or by implication , except through

endorsements or testimonials referred to in paragraph I.E. herein , that
participants of any weight loss program have successfully maintained
weight loss , unless respondents disclose , clearly and prominently,
and in close proximity to such representation , the statement: " For

many dieters ,

weight loss is temporary ; provided , further , that

respondents sha1l not represent , directly or by implication , that the

above- quoted statement does not apply to dieters in respondents
weight loss program; provided , however , that a mere statement about
the existence , design or content of a maintenance program sha1l not
without more , be considered a representation that partieipants of any
weight loss program have successfu1ly maintained weight loss.
C. Representing, directly or by implication , except through short
broadcast advertisements referred to in paragraph I.D. herein , and
except through endorsemcnts or testimonials referred to in paragraph
I.E. herein ,

that participants on any weight loss program have
successfu1ly maintained weight loss , unless respondents disclose
clearly and prominently, and in close proximity to such representation , the fo1lowing information:
(I) The average percentage of weight loss maintained by those

participants;
(2) The duration over which the weight loss was maintained

measured from the date that participants ended the active weight loss
phase of the program , provided , further , that if any portion of the time
period covered includes participation in a maintenance program(s)
that fol1ows active weight loss , such fact must also be disclosed; and
(3) If the participant population referred to is not representative
of the general participant population for respondents ' programs:

(a) The proportion of the total participant population in respondents ' programs that those participants represent , expressed in terms

of a percentage or actual numbcrs of participants , or
(b) The statement: " (Doctors Medical Weight Loss Centers/

Doctors Weight Loss Centers) makes no claim that this (these)
result(s) is (are) representative of all participants in the (Doctors
Medical Weight Loss Centers/Doctors Weight Loss Centers)
program. "
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provided ,

further

, that compliance with the obligations of this

paragraph I.c. in no way relieves respondents of the requirement

under paragraph LA. of this order to substantiate any representation

about the success of participants on any weight loss program in
maintaining weight loss.

D. Representing, directly or by implication , in short broadcast
advertisements , that participants of any weight loss program have
successfully maintained weight loss , unless respondents:
(1) Include , clearly and prominently, and in immediate conjunction with such representation , the statement: " Check at our centers
for details about our maintenance record"
(2) For a period of time beginning with the date of the first
broadcast of any such advertisement and ending no sooner than thirty
days after the last broadcast of such advertisement , comply with the
following procedures upon the first presentation of any form asking
for information from a potential client , but in any event before such
person has entered into any agreement with respondents:

(a) Give to each potential client a separate document entitled
Maintenance Information " which shall include all the information
required by paragraph I.E. and subparagraphs I.c. (I)- (3) of this order
and shall be fonnatted in the exact type size and style as the example
form below , and shall include the heading (Helvetica 14 point bold),
lead- in (Times Roman 12 point), disclosures (Helvetica 14 point

bold), aeknow1edgment language (Times Roman 12 point), and
signature block therein; provided , further , that no information in

addition to that required to be included in the document required by
this subparagraph

I.D

(2) shall be included therein;
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MAINTENANCE INFORMA TION

You may have seen our recent ad about maintenance success. Hcre s some
additional information about our maintenance record.
(Disclosure of maintenance statistics goes
hereXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXl
For many dieters , weight loss is temporary.
I have read this notice.

(Client Signature) (Date)

(b) Require each potential client to sign such d01::ument; and
(c) Give each client a copy of such document; and

(3) Retain in each client file a copy of the signed maintenance
notice required by this paragraph; provided , further, that:
(i) Compliance with the obligations of this paragraph 1.0. in no
way relieves respondents of the requirement under paragraph LA. of

this order to substantiate any representation about the success of
participants on any weight loss program in maintaining weight loss;

(ii) Respondents must comply with both paragraph 1.0. and
paragraph I.c. of this order if respondents include in any such short
broadcast advertisement a representation about maintenance success
that states a number or percentage , or uses descriptive terms that

convey a quantitative measure such as " most

of our customers

maintain their weight loss long- term
provided , however, that the provisions of paragraph 1.0. shal1 not
apply to endorsements or testimonials referred to in paragraph I.E.
herein.

advertisement containing an endorsement or
testimonial about weight loss success or weight loss maintenance
E. Using any

success by a participant or participants of respondents ' weight loss

programs if the weight loss success or weight loss maintenance

success depicted in the advertisement is not representative of what
participants ofrespondents ' weight loss programs generally achieve
unless respondents disclose , clearly and prominently, and in close

(g) "
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s statement of his or her weight loss
success or weight loss maintenance success:

proximity to the endorser

(1) What the generally expected success would be for
DMWC/DWLC customers in losing weight or maintaining achieved
weight loss; provided , however , that the generally expected success
for DMWLC/DWLC customers may exclude those customers who
dropped out of the program within two weeks of their entrance , or
who were unable to complete the program due to illness , pregnancy,

or change of residence; or
(2) One of the following statements:

You should not expect to experience these results.
(b) " This result is not typical. You may not do as well."
(c) " This result is not typical. You may be less successful."
(d)
s success is not typical. You may not do as well."
(e) "
s experience is not typical. You may achieve less.
Results
not
typical."
(f) "
Results not typical of program participants.
(a) "

provided , further , that if the endorsements or testimonials covered by
this paragraph are made in a broadcast mcdium , any disclosure

required by this paragraph must be communicated in a clear and
prominent manner , and in immediate conjunction with the representation that triggers the disclosure;

provided , however , that:

(i) For endorsements or testimonials about weight Joss success,
respondents can satisfy the requirements of subparagraph I.E. (1) by
accurately disclosing the generally expected success in the following
phrase: " Doctors Medical Weight Loss Centers , Inc. /Doctors Weight
Loss Centers , Inc. , participants lose an average of
pounds over
an average
- week treatment period" ; and
(ii) If the weight loss success or weight loss maintenance success
depicted in the advertisement is representative of what participants
of a group or subset clearly defined in the advertisement generally
achieve , then , in lieu of the disclosures required in either subparagraphs I.E. (1)or (2) herein , respondents may substitute a clear
and prominent disclosure of the percentage of aJl of respondents,
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group or subset defined in the advertisement

represents.
F. Representing, directly or by implication ,

that the price at
which any weight loss program can be purchased is the only cost
associated with losing weight on that program , un1ess such is the
case.
G. Representing, directly or by implication , the price at which
any weight loss program can be purchased , unless respondents

disclose , clearly and prominently, either:

(1) In close proximity to such representation , the existence and
amount of a1l mandatory fees associated with the program offered; or
(2) In immediate conjunction with such representation , one of the
fo1lowing statements:
(a) " P1us

the cost of (list of products or services that participants
must purchase at additional cost)" ; or

Purchase of (list of products or services that participants
must purchase at additional cost) required"
(b) "

provided , further , that in broadcast media , if the representation that
triggers any disclosure required by this paragraph is oral , the required
disclosure must also be made orally.
H. Failing to disclose over the telephone , for a period beginning
with the date of any advertisement of the price at which any weight
loss program can be purchased and ending no sooner than 180 days
after the 1ast dissemination of such advertisement , to consumers who
inquire about the cost of any weight loss program, or are told about
the cost of any weight loss program , the existence and amount of any
and all mandatory costs or fees associated with participation in the
program; provided , however , that respondents may satisfy this

requirement by directing their weight loss centers to disclose the
information, by providing the center personnel with suggested

language to be used when responding to phone inquiries and by
making their best efforts to ensure compliance with their directive to
disclose price information over the telephone.
r. Representing, directly or by implication , that prospective
participants in respondents '

weight loss programs will reach a

specified weight within a specified time period , unless at the time of
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making such representation ,

respondents possess and rely upon

competent and reliable scientific evidence substantiating

the

representation.
J. Representing, directly or by implication , the average or

typical rate or speed at which any participant on any weight loss
program has lost or wi1110se

weight ,

unless at the time of making any

such representation , respondents possess and rely upon competent

and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates the representation.
K. Failing to disclose , clearly and prominently, either (1) to each
participant who , after the first two weeks on the program , is
experiencing average weekly weight loss that exceeds two percent
(2%) of said participant s initial body weight , or three pounds
whichever is less , for at least two consecutive weeks , or (2) in writing
to all participants when they enter the program, that failure to fol1ow
the program protocol and eat all of the food recommended may

involve the risk of developing serious health complications.
L. Misrepresenting, directly or by implication , the performance
efficacy, or safety of any weight loss program.
II.
It

is

further ordered

That respondents

shall notify the

Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to the effective date of any
proposed change in the corporate respondents such as dissolution

assignment , or sale resulting in the emergence of a successor
corporations , the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries , or any other
change in the corporations that may affect compliance obligations

arising out of this order.

It Is further ordered That respondent Joyce A. Schuman shall
promptly notify the Commission of the discontinuance of her present
business or employmcnt and of her affliation with a new business or
employment. In addition , for a period of three (3) years from the
service date of this order , the individual respondent shall promptly

notify the Commission of each affiJiation with a new business or
employment whose activities relate to the advertising, promotion

, or sale of any weight loss program. When so
required under this paragraph, each such notice shall include the
offering for sale
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individual respondent s new business address and a statement of the
nature of the business or employment in which the individual
respondent is newly engaged , as well as a description of the

individual respondent s duties and responsibilities in connection with
the business or employment. The expiration of the notice provision
of this paragraph shall not affect any other obligation arising under
this order.
IV.
It

Is

further ordered,

dissemination of any

That for three (3) years after the last date of

representation covered by this order

respondents, or their successors and assigns , shall maintain and upon
request make available to the Federal Trade Commission for
inspection and copying:

A. All materials possessed and relied upon to substantiate any
such representation; and
B. All tests , reports , studies , surveys , demonstrations , or other
evidence in their possession or control that contradict , qualify, or call
into question such representation , or the basis relied upon for such
representation , including complaints from consumers.

It

Is

further ordered,

That respondents shall distribute a copy of

this order to each of their

officers, agents , representatives,

independent contractors and employees who are involved in the

preparation and placement of advertisements
materials or in communication with customers

or promotional

prospective
customers or who have any responsibilities with respect to the subject
matter of this order; and , for a period of three (3) years from the date
of entry of this order , distribute same to all future such officers
agents , representatives, independent contractors and employees.
or
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VI.
It

Is

further ordered,

That respondents shall , within sixty (60)

days after the date of service of this order, file with the Commission
a report , in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and fonn in

which they have complied with this order.
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IN THE MATTER OF

QUICK WEIGHT LOSS CENTERS , INC. , ET AL. (TEXAS)
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLA TION OF
SECS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket C- 3517. Complaint ,

Aug.

1994-- Decision,

, 1994

Aug.

This consent order prohibits , among other things , the Texas commercial diet

program company and its officers from misrepresenting the performance or
safety of any diet program they offer in the future , and requires the respondents

to possess competent and reliable scientific evidence to substantiate any future
claims they make about weight loss, weight loss maintenance , or rate of weight
loss; to make a number of disclosures regarding maintenance success claims;
and to disclose all mandatory fees.

Appearances
For the Commission: Eric Bash , Matthew Daynard

and

Richard

F. Kelly.

For the respondents:

Gabriel Imperato, Broad

Cassell Fort

Lauderdale , FL.
COMPLAI:-T
The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that
Quick Weight Loss Centers , Inc. , a Texas corporation (hereinafter
QWLC- Tex. ), Don K. Gearheart , individual1y and as an officer of
said corporation ,

and Joyce A. Schuman , individual1y and as an

officer of said corporation (hereinafter , collectively, " respondents
have violated Ihe provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and it appearing 10 the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect
thereof would be in thc public interest , al1eges:

PARAGRAPH 1. (a) Respondent QWLC- Tex. is a Texas corporation , formerly doing business , with its principal offce and place of
business located at 2900 GaIeway, Suite 605 , Irving, Texas.
(b) Respondent Don K. Gearheart is an officer of the corporate
respondent. Individually or in concert with others, he formulates
directs, and controls the acts or practices of the corporate respondent
including the acts or practices alleged in this complaint. His principal
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residence is located at 9520 East Pinnacle Pear Road , Scottsdale
Arizona.
(c) Respondent Joyce A. Schuman is an officer of the corporate
respondent. Individually or in concert with others , she formulates
directs , and controls the acts or practices of the corporate respondent

including the acts or practices alleged in this complaint. Her
principal residence is located at 2730 Sea Island Drive , Fort
Lauderdale , Florida.
(d) Respondents have cooperated and acted together in carrying
out the acts and practices alleged in this complaint.
PAR. 2. Respondents have advertised or otherwise promoted
offered for sale , and sold weight reduction and weight control
programs and products , and have made them available to consumers
at their weight loss centers. Respondents have offered for sale and
sold diet programs of 800 to 1500 calories per day that include food
as " food" is defined in Section 15 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business,
respondents have disseminated or have caused to be disseminated
advertisements for weight reduction and weight control programs and
products. Respondents have placed these advertisements with

various media for the purpose of inducing consumers to purchase
their programs and products. Respondents have further advertised
their weight loss programs through the use of promotional materials
including pamphlets and brochures , given to customers and

prospective customers at individual weight loss center locations.
PAR. 4. The acts and practices of respondents alleged in this

complaint have been in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is
defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 5. Respondents
advertisements and promotional
materials include, but are not necessarily limited to ,

the advertise-

ments and promotional materials attached hereto as Exhibits APAR. 6. The advertisements and promotional materials referred
to in paragraph five, attached hereto as Exhibits A- , contain the
following statements:
(a) " LOSE WEIGHT , KEEP IT OFF THE EASY WAY" (Exhibit A)
(b) " WHAT MAKES A WEIGHT LOSS PROGRAM GREAT? ". Results
should be Jong Jastjng & offer a lifetime solution to a weight problem ...

GUESS WHAT ". We just described thc QUICK WEIGHT LOSS
PROGRAM. "

(Exhibit B)
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(c) ''' Keeping the weight off has been no problem ' ". LONG * LASTING
RESULTS" (Exbibit C)

(d) "' I lost 60 Ibs. and bave learned to keep it off. It

s been over 3 years now

and 1 still look and feel great. '" (Exhibit D)
(e) ''' Reaching my goal was the greatest day of my life.''' (Exhibit E)
(f) ''' Now that I have reached my goal I will be able to maintain my weight
because I have learned to prepare great dietary meals and how to order in
restaurants.''' (Exhibit F)

PAR. 7. Through

the use of the statements contained in the

advertisements referred to in paragraph six , and others in advertise-

ments or promotional materials not specifically set forth herein
respondents have represented , directly or by implication, that:
(a) QWLC- Tex. customers typically are successful in reaching
their weight loss goals and maintaining their weight loss either longterm or permanently;
(b) QWLC- Tex. customers typically are successful in maintaining
their weight loss achieved under the QWLC- Tex. diet program; and
(c) QWLC- Tex. customers typically are successful in reaching
their weight Joss goals.
PAR. 8. Through the use of the statements contained in the

advertisements referred to in paragraph six, and others in advertise-

ments or promotional materials not specifically set forth herein
respondents have represented , directly or by implication , that at the

time they made the representations set forth in paragraph seven
respondents possessed and relied upon a reasonable

basis that

substantiated such representations.
PAR. 9. In truth and in fact , at the time respondents made the
representations set forth in paragraph seven , they did not possess and
rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated such representations.
Therefore , respondents ' representation as set forth in paragraph eight
was and is false and misleading.
PAR. 10. The advertisements referred to in paragraph five
attached hereto as Exhibits B- D and G- L contain the following

statements:

(a) " 6 WEEKS FOR $66" (Exhibits B , G)
(b) " $11.00 per week" (Exhibits C , D , H , I , 1)
(c) " fOR ONLY $11" (ExhibitK)
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(d) " COMPLETE WEIGHT LOSS PROGRAM FOR

LESS THAN $9 PER

WEEK" (Exhibit L)

PAR. 11. Through the use of the statements contained in the
others in
advertisements or promotional materials not specifically set forth
herein , respondents have represented , directly or by implication , that
the advertised price is the only cost associated with losing weight on
the QWLC- Tex. weight loss program.
PAR. 12. In truth and in fact , the advertised price is not the only
cost associated with losing weight on the QWLC- Tex. weight loss
program. There are substantial , additional mandatory expenses
advertisements referred to in paragraph ten , and

associated with participation in the QWLC- Tex. weight loss program.
Therefore , respondents ' representation as set forth in paragraph
eleven was and is false and misleading.
PAR. 13. In advertising the price of the QWLC- Tex. weight loss
program , respondents have failed to disclose to consumers the

existence and amount of all mandatory expenses associated with
participation in the QWLC- Tex, weight loss program. This fact
would be material to consumers in their purchase or use decisions

regarding the weight loss program. In light

of respondents

representation as set forth in paragraph eleven that the quoted price
represents the only cost associated with the QWLC- Tex. weight loss
program , said failure to disclose was and is a deceptive practice.
PAR. 14. The advertisements referred to in paragraph five,
attached hereto as Exhibits A , G- , and M , contain the following

statements:
(a) " Lose 3- 8 pounds a week" (Exhibits A , G)
(b) " LOSE 30 LBS. IN 30 DAYS" (Exhibit G)
(c) " LOSE 3- 7 LBS. A WEEK ., " (Exhibit H)
(d) " NOW YOU CAN LOSE 3- 6 LBS. A WEEK ,. "

(Exhibits I , J)

(e) "CALL , COME IN AND START TODA Y ,. BE 7 LBS. LIGHTER BY
!\EXT WEEK'" (Exhibit M)

PAR. IS. Through the use of the statements contained in the
advertisements referred to in paragraph fourteen , and others in

advertisements or promotional materials not specifically set forth
herein , respondents have represented , directly or by implication , that
consumers following the QWLC- Tex. weight loss program typically
lose weight at an average rate of:
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thirty days; and

pounds per week.

PAR. 16. The advertisements referred to in paragraph five
attached hereto as Exhibits Band K , contain the following state-

ments:

(a) " LOSE UP TO 7 LBS. PER WEEK" (Exhibit B)
(b) " LOSE UP TO 6lbs Per Week" (Exhibit K)

PAR. 17. Through the use of the statements contained in the
advertisements referred to in paragraph sixteen , and others in

advertisements or promotional materials not specifically set forth
herein , respondents have represented , directly or by implication , that

an appreciable number of consumers following the QWLC- Tex.
weight loss program typieally lose weight at an average rate of six to
seven pounds per week.

PAR. 18. Through the use of the statements contained in the
advertisements referred to in paragraphs fourteen and sixteen , and
others in advertisements or promotional materials not specifically set
forth herein , respondents have represented , directly or by implication
that at the time they made the representations set forth in paragraphs
fifteen and seventeen ,

respondents possessed and relied upon a

reasonable basis that substantiated such representations.
PAR. 19. In truth and in fact, at the time respondents made the
representations set forth in paragraphs fifteen and seventeen , they did
not possess and rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated such
representations. Therefore , respondents ' representation as set forth
in paragraph eighteen was and is false and misleading.

PAR. 20. In the course and conduct of their business , respondents have provided their customers with diet protocols that required
said customers Inter alia to come in to one of respondents ' weight
loss centers three to six times a week for monitoring of their progress
including weighing in. In the course of regularly ascertaining weight
Joss progress , respondents , in some instances, have been presented
with weight loss results indicating that customers have been losing
weight significantly in excess of their projected goals, which is an

indication that they may not have been consuming all of the food

prescribed by their diet protocol.

Such conduct could , if not

corrected promptly, result in health complications.
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PAR. 21. When presented with the weight loss results described
in paragraph twenty, respondents , on many occasions , have not
disclosed to the customers that failing to follow the diet protocol and

consume all of the calories

prescribed could result in health

complications. This fact would be material to customers in their
purchase or use decisions regarding the weight loss program. In light
of respondents '

practice of monitoring customers ,

said failure to

disclose was and is a deceptive practice.
PAR. 22. The advertisements and promotional materials referred
to in paragraph five ,

attached hereto as Exhibit G ,

contain the

following statements:
(a) " Medically supervised by weight 1uss specialists "

(Exhibit G)

PAR. 23. Through the use of the statements referred to in
paragraph twenty- two , and others in advertisements or promotional
materials not specifically set forth herein , respondents have

represented , directly or by implication , that customers who
participate in QWLC- Tex. diet programs are monitored by health
professionals.
PAR. 24. In truth and in fact , customers who participate in
QWLC- Tex. diet programs are not monitored by health professionals.

Therefore , respondents ' representation as set
twenty- three was and is false and misleading.

forth in paragraph

PAR. 25. The acts and practices ofrespondents as alleged in this

complaint constitute deceptive acts or practices , and the making of
false advertisements , in or affecting

commerce in violation of

Sections 5(a) and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

Commissioner Owen was recorded as voting in the affirmative
but dissenting as to the exception requiring full numerical disclosures
involving quantitative weight loss maintenance claims in short radio
and TV ads.
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EXHIBIT B
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RECEIVE
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EXHIBIT C
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EXHIBIT D
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EXHIBIT E
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EXHIBIT F
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VJEIGHT LOSS

Receiye

THAT WORKS

ONE MQNTH
FREE*

i BEm STRATTON
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EXHIBITG
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LOSE

7 LBS. A WEEK
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EXHIBIT K

LOSE UP TO 6 Ibs Per Week'

FINAL WEEK
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EXHIBIT L
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Ibt i.lJu JRj10
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. Includes AT NO
ADDITIONAL COST:

i .. Personalized
Enrollment Program
. Unlimited Weight loss 8$
Fast or Slow as you want
. Unlimited OHice Vlsi1s

. -I

. Prolessional
SUDerv.sion
. Stabilization
. Maintenance
. Priv8!e One-on- O.,e

:' 1

Counseling
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daughters are physicians

they

, recommend this program.
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof , and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a

draft of complaint which the Bureau

of Consumer

Protection proposed to present to the Commission for its consider
ation , and which , if issued by the Commission , would charge
respondents with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondents , their attorneys , and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order

an admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set
forth in the aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the signing
of said agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not
constitute an admission by respondents that the law has been violated
as alleged in such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as

required by the Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents
had violated the said Act , and that complaint should issue slating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days , now in further conformity with the
procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34 of its Rules, the Commission

hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:
QWLC Tex. is a corporation organized , existing
and formerly doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Texas , with its offices and principal place of business located
at 2900 Gateway, Suite 60S , Irving, Texas.
2. Respondent Don Gearheart is an individual with his principal
1. Respondent

residence located at 9520 East Pinnacle Pear Road ,

Scottsdale

Arizona.
3. Respondent Joyce A.

Schuman is an individual with her prin-

cipal residence located at 2730 Sea Island Dri ve , Fort Lauderdale

Florida.

Commssion has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of the proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
4. The Federal Trade
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ORDER
DEFINITONS

For the purposes of this order , the following definitions shall
apply:

Competent and reliable scientifc evidence shall mean those
tests , analyses , research , studies , or other evidence based on the
A.

expertise of professionals in the relevant area , that have been

conducted and evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified
to do so ,

using procedures generally accepted in the profession to
yield accurate and reliable results;
Weight loss program shall mean any program designed to

B.

aid consumers in weight loss or weight maintenance;
C. A
broadcast medium shall mean any radio or television
broadcast , cablecast , home video , or theatrical release;
D. For any order-required disclosure in print media to be made
clearly and prominently, " or in a " clear and prominent manner " it
must be given both in the same type style and in: (l) twelve point

type where the representation that triggers the disclosure is given in

twelve point or larger type;

or (2) the same type size as the

representation that triggers the disclosure where that representation
is given in a type size that is smal1er than twelve point type. For any
order-required disclosure given orally in a broadcast medium to be
made " clearly and prominently, " or in a " clear and prominent
manner," the disclosure must be given at the same volume and in the
same cadence as the representation that triggers the disclosure;
E. A
short broadcast advertisement shall mean any advertisement of thirty seconds or less duration made in a broadcast medium.

ordered That respondents QWLC- Tex. , a corporation , its
successors and assigns , and its officers , and Don K. Gearheart,
It

Is

individually and as an officer of said corporation ,

and Joyce A.

Schuman, individually and as an officer of said corporation , and
respondents ' agents, representatives, and employees, directly or
through any corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device , in
connection with the advertising, promotion , offering for sale, or sale
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of any weight loss program , in or

affecting commerce ,

as

commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do
forthwith cease and desist from:

A. Making any representation , directly or by implication , about
the success of participants on any weight loss program in achieving
or maintaining weight loss or weight control unless , at the time of
making any such representation , respondents possess and rely upon
competent and reliable scientific evidence substantiating the representation , provided , further, that for any representation that:
(1) Any weight Joss achieved or maintained through the weight

loss program is typical or representative of all or any subset of
participants of respondents ' program , said evidence shaIl , at a minimum , be based on a representati ve sampJe of:

(a) AIl participants who have entered the program , where the
representation relates to such persons; provided , however , that the

required sample may exclude those participants who dropped out of
the program within two weeks of their entrance , or who were unable

to complete the program due to illness, pregnancy, or change of
residence; or

(b) All participants who have completed a particular phase of the
program or the entire program , where the representation
only relates
to such persons;
(2) Any weight loss is maintained long- tenn , said evidence shall
at a minimum , be based upon the experience of participants who were
followed for a period of at least two years from their completion of

the active maintenance phase of respondents ' program or earlier
termination , as appJicabJe; and

(3) Any weight loss is maintained permanently, said evidence
shall , at a minimum , be based upon the experience of participants
who were followed for a period of time after completing the program
that is either:

treating
obesity as being of sufficient length for predicting that weight loss
will be permanent , or
(a) Generally recognized by experts in the field of
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(b) Demonstrated by competent and reliable survey evidence as
being of sufficient duration to permit such a prediction.
B. Representing, directly or by implication , except through

endorsements or testimonials referred to in paragraph I.E. herein , that
participants of any weight loss program have successfully maintained
weight Joss , unless respondents disclose , clearly and prominently,
and in close proximity to such representation , the statement: " For

many dieters , weight loss is temporary ; provided , further , that
respondents shall not represent , directly or by implication , that the
above- quoted statement does not apply to dieters in respondents
weight Joss program; provided , however, that a mere statement about
the existence , design , or content of a maintenance program shall not

without more , be considered a representation that participants of any
weight loss program have successfully maintained weight loss.
C. Representing, directly or by implication , except through short
broadcast advertisements referred to in paragraph I.D. herein , and
except through endorsements or testimonials referred to in paragraph
I.E. herein , that participants on any weight loss program have
successfully maintained weight loss , unless respondents disclose
clearly and prominently, and in close proximity to such rcpresentation , the following information:

(1) The average percentage of weight loss maintained by thosc
participants;
(2) The duration over which the weight loss was maintained

measured from the date that participants ended the active weight loss
phase of thc program , provided , further , that if any portion of thc time
period covered includes participation in a maintenance program(s)
that follows active weight loss , such fact must also be disclosed; and
(3) If the participant population rcferred to is not representative
of the general participant population for respondents ' programs:

(a) The proportion of the total participant population in respondents ' programs that those participants represent , expressed in terms

of a percentage or actual numbers of participants , or
(b) The statement: " (Quick Weight Loss CcntersJ makes no claim
that this fthese) resultfsJ is fare) representative of all participants in
the lQuick Weight Loss CentersJ program.
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, that compliance with the obligations of this
paragraph LC. in no way relieves respondents of the requirement
under paragraph LA. of this order to substantiate any representation
about the success of participants on any weight loss program in
provided ,

further

maintaining weight loss.
O. Representing, directly or by implication , in short broadcast
advertisements, that participants of any weight Joss program have
successfully maintained weight loss , unless respondents:

(1) Include , clearly and prominently, and in immediate conjunction with such representation, the statement: " Check at our centers
for details about our maintenance record"
(2) For a period of time beginning with the date of the first
broadcast of any such advertisement and ending no sooner than thirty
days after the Jast broadcast of such advertisement , compJy with the
following procedures upon the first presentation of any form asking
for information from a potentiaJ client , but in any event before such
person has entered into any agreement with respondents:

(a) Give to each potcntial client a separate document entitled
Maintenance Infonnation " which shall include all the information
required by paragraph LB. and subparagraphs LC. (1)- (3) of this
order and shall be formatted in the exact type size and style as the
example form below , and shall include the heading (Helvetica 14
point bold), lead- in

(Times Roman 12 point), disclosures (Helvetica

14 point bold), acknowledgment language (Times Roman 12 point),

and signature block therein; provided , further , that no information in
addition to that required to be included in the document required by
this subparagraph 1.0 (2) shal1 be included therein;
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MAINTENANCE INFORMATIO!\

You may have seen our recent ad about maintenance success. Here s some
additional information about our maintenance record..
(Disclosure of maintenance statistics goes
hereXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
For many dieters , weight toss is temporary.
I have read this notice.

(Client Signature) (Date)

(b) Require each potential client to sign such document; and
(c) Give each client a copy of such document; and

(3) Retain in each client file a copy of the signed maintenance
notice required by this paragraph; provided , further , that:
(i) Compliance with the obligations of this paragraph 1.0. in no
way relieves respondents of the requirement under paragraph LA. of

this order to substantiate any representation about the success of
participants on any weight loss program in maintaining weight loss;

(ii) Respondents must comply with both paragraph 1.0. and
paragraph I.c. of this order if respondents include in any such short
broadcast advertisement a representation about maintenance success
that states a number or percentage , or uses descriptive terms that

convey a quantitative measure such as " most

of our customers

maintain their weight loss long- term
provided , however , that the provisions of paragraph 1.0. shall not
apply to endorsements or testimonials referred to in paragraph I.E.
herein.

advertisement containing an endorsement or
testimonial about weight loss success or weight loss maintenance
E. Using any

success by a participant or participants of respondents ' weight loss
programs if the weight loss success or weight loss maintenance

success depicted in the advertisement is not representative of what
participants ofrespondents ' weight loss programs generally achieve
unless respondents disclose , clearly and prominently, and in close

(g) "
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s statement of his or her weight loss
success or weight loss maintenance success:

proximity to the endorser

(1) What the generally expected success would be for QWLCTex. customers in losing weight or maintaining achieved weight loss;
provided, however , that the generally expected success for QWLCTex. customers may exclude those customers who dropped out of the
program within two weeks of their entrance , or who were unable to
complete the program due to ilness , pregnancy, or change of
residence; or

(2) One of the following statements:
You should not expect to experience these results.
(b) " This result is not typical. You may not do as well."
(c) " This result is not typical. You may be less successful."
(d) " ' s success is not typical. You may not do as well."
(e) " ' s experience is not typical. You may achieve less.
(f) " Results not typical."
Results not typical of program participants.
(a) "

provided , further , that if the endorsements or testimonials covered by
this paragraph are made in a broadcast medium , any disclosure

required by this paragraph must be communicated in a clear and
prominent manner , and in

immediate conjunction with the

representation that triggers the disclosure;

provided , however , that:
(i) For endorsements or testimonials about weight loss success

respondents can satisfy the requirements of subparagraph I.E. (1) by
accurately disclosing the generally expected success in the following

phrase: " Quick Weight Loss Centers ,

Inc. participants lose an

- week treatment period"
pounds over an average
average of
and
(ii) 1fthe weight loss success or weight loss maintenance success

depicted in the advertisement is representative of what participants
of a group or subset clearly defined in the advertisement generally
achieve , then , in lieu of the disclosures required in either subparagraphs I.E. (1)or (2) herein , respondents may substitute a clear and
prominent disclosure of the percentage of all of respondents
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customers that the group or subset defined in the advertisement

represents.
F. Representing, directly or by implication , that the price at

which any weight loss program can be purchased is the only cost
associated with losing weight on that program , unless such is the
case.
G. Representing, directly or by implication , the price at which
any weight loss program can be purchased , unless respondents

disclose , clearly and prominently, either:

(1) In close proximity to such representation , the existence and
amount of all mandatory fees associated with the program offered; or
(2) In immediate conjunction with such representation , one of the
following statements:
(a) " Plus the cost of (list of products or services that participants
must purchase at additional costJ" ; or
(b) "

Purchase of llist of products or services that participants

must purchase at additional costJ required"

provided , further , that in broadcast media , if the representation that
triggers any disclosure required by this paragraph is oral , the required
disclosure must also be made orally.
H. Failing to disclose over the telephone , for a period beginning
with the date of any advertisement of the price at which any weight
loss program can be purchased and ending no sooner than 180 days
after the last dissemination of such advertisement , to consumers who
inquire about the cost of any weight loss program , or are told about
the cost of any weight loss program , the existence and amounl of any
and an mandatory costs or fees associated with participation in the
program; provided , however , that respondents may satisfy this
requirement by directing their weight loss centers to disclose the
information , by providing the center personnel with suggcsted
language to be used when responding to phone inquiries and by
making their best efforts to ensure compliance with their directive to
disclose price information over the telephone.
1. Representing, directly or by implication , that prospective
participants in respondents , weight loss programs will reach a

specified weight within a specified time period , unless at the time of
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making such representation ,

respondents possess and rely upon

competent and reliable scientific evidence substantiating

the

representation.
J. Representing, directly or by implication , the average or

typical rate or speed at which any participant on any weight loss
program has lost or willlose weight , unless at the time of makng any
such representation , respondents possess and rely upon competent
and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates the representation.
K. Failing to disclose , clearly and prominently, either (1) to each

participant who, after the first two weeks

on the program ,

is

experiencing average weekly weight loss that exceeds two percent
(2%) of said participant s initial body weight , or three pounds
whichever is less , for at least two consecutive weeks , or (2) in writing
to all participants when they enter the program , that failure to follow

the program protocol and eat all of the food recommended

may

involve the risk of developing serious health complications.
L. Representing, directly or by implication , that any weight loss
program is supervised or monitored by health care professionals,
unless such is the case , or otherwise misrepresenting, directly or by
implication , the extent to which any weight loss program is
supervised or monitored by health care professionals.
M. Misrepresenting, directly or by implication , the performance
efficacy, or safety of any weight loss program.
II.
It is further ordered

That respondents shall notify the

Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to the effective date of any
proposed change in the corporate respondent such as dissolution

assignment , or sale resulting in the emergence of a successor
corporation(s), the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries , or any other
change in the corporation(s) that may affect compliance obligations
arising out of this order.

It Is further ordered That respondents Don K. Gearheart and
Joyce A. Schuman shall promptly notify the Commission of the
discontinuance of their present business or employment and of their
affiliation with a new business or employment. In addition , for a
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period of three (3) years from the service date of this order , the
individual respondents shall promptly notify the Commission of each
affiiation with a new business or employment whose activities relate
to the advertising, promotion , offering for sale , or sale of any weight

loss program. When so required under this paragraph , each such
notice shall include the individual respondent s new business address
and a statement of the nature of the business or employment in which
the individual respondent is newly engaged , as well as a description
of the individual respondent s duties and responsibilities in
connection with the business or employment. The expiration of the
notice provision of this paragraph shall not affect any other obligation
arising under this order.
IV.

That for three (3) years after the last date of
It Isfurther ordered,
dissemination of any representation covered by this order , respondents , or their successors and assigns , shall maintain and upon
request make available to the Federal Trade Commission for
inspection and copying:

A. All materials possessed and relied upon to substantiate any
such representation; and

B. All tests, reports , studies , surveys , demonstrations , or other
evidence in their possession or control that contradict , qualify, or call
into question such representation , or the basis relied upon for such
representation , including complaints from consumers.

II is further ordered That respondents shall distribute a copy of

this order to each of their

officers , agents, representatives

independent contractors and employees who are involved in the

preparation and placement of advertisements

or promotional

prospective
customers or who have any responsibilities with respect to the subject
matter of this order; and , for a period of three (3) years from the date
of entry of this order , distribute same to all future such officers
agents , representatives, independent contractors and employees.

materials or in communication with

customers or
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VI.

It Is further ordered That respondents shalJ , within sixty (60)
days after the date of service of this order , file with the Commission
a report , in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which they have complied with this order.
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IN THE MATTER OF

QUICK WEIGHT LOSS CENTERS , INC., ET AL. (GEORGIA)
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SECS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket C- 3518.

Complaint, Aug.

1994-- Decision,

, 1994

Aug.

This consent order prohibits , among other things , the Georgia commercial diet

program company and its officer from misrepresenting the performance or
safety of any diet program they offer in the future , and requires the respondents
to possess competent and reliable scientific evidence to substantiate any future
claims they make about weight loss , weight loss maintenance , or rate of weight
loss; to make a number of disclosures regarding maintenance success claims;
and to disclose all mandatory fees.

Appearances
For the Commission: Eric Bash , Matthew Daynard

and

Richard

F. Kelly.

For the respondents:

Gabriel Imperato, Broad

Cassell Fort

Lauderdale , FL.
COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that
Quick Weight Loss Centers, Inc. , a Georgia corporation (hereinafter
QWLC- Ga. ), and Don K. Gearheart , individually and as an officer
of said corporation , (hereinafter, col1ective1y, " respondents ), have
violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act , and it
appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect
thereof would be in the public interest, alleges:

PARAGRAPH 1. (a) Respondent QWLC- GA. is a Georgia
corporation , formerly doing business , with jts principal office and
place of business located at 1401 Johnson Ferry Road, Suite 276,

Marietta , Georgia.
(b) Respondent Don K. Gearheart is an officer of the corporate
respondent. Individually or in concert with others, he formulates
directs , and controls the acts or practices of the corporate respondent
including the acts or practices al1eged in this complaint. His principal
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residence is located at 9520 East Pinnacle Pear Road , Scottsdale,
Arizona.
(c) Respondents have cooperated and acted together in carrying
out the acts and practices alleged in this complaint.
PAR. 2. Respondents have advertised or otherwise promoted
offered for sale , and sold weight reduction and weight controJ
programs and products , and have made them available to consumers

at their weight loss centers. Respondents have offered for sale and
sold diet programs of 800 to 1500 calories per day that include food
as " food" is defined in Section 15 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business , respon-

dents have disseminated

or have caused to be disseminated

advertisements for weight reduction and weight control programs and
products. Respondents have placed these advertisements with

various media for the purpose of inducing consumers to purchase
their programs and products. Respondents have further advertised
their weight loss programs through the use of promotional materials
including pamphlets and brochures, given to customers and
prospective customers at individual weight loss center Jocations.
PAR. 4. The acts and practices of respondents alleged in this
complaint have been in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is
defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 5. Respondents ' advertiscments and promotional materials include, but are not necessarily limited to , the advertisements anrl
promotional materials attached hereto as Exhibits APAR. 6. The advertisements and promotional materials referred
to in paragraph five ,

attached hereto as Exhibits A- C,

contain the

fo11owing statements:

(a) " The only way to lose weight and keep it off." (Exhibi1 A)
(b) " WHAT MAKES A WEIGHT LOSS PROGRAM GREAT?... Results

(c)

should be long lasting & offer a lifetime solution to a weight problem ...
GL:ESS WHAT' ... We just described the QL:CK WEIGHT LOSS
PROGRAM. " (Exhibit B)
ow
that I have reached my goal I will be able to maintain my
weight... '" (Exhibit C)

PAR. 7. Through

the use of the statements contained in the

advertisements referred to in paragraph six , and others in advertise-
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ments or promotional materials not specifically set forth herein,
respondents have represented , directly or by implication, that:
(a) QWLC- GA. customers typically are successful in reaching
their weight loss goals and maintaining their weight loss either longterm or permanently;
(b) QWLC- GA. customers typically are successful in maintaining
their weight loss achieved under the QWLC- GA. diet program; and
(c) QWLC- GA. customers typically are suecessful in reaching
their weight loss goals.
PAR. 8. Through

the use of the statements contained in the

advertisements referred to in paragraph six , and others in advertise-

ments or promotional materials not specifically set forth herein,
respondents have represented, dircctly or by implication , that at the

time they made the representations set forth in paragraph seven
respondents possessed and relied upon a reasonable

basis that

substantiated such representations.
PAR. 9. In truth and in fact , at the time respondents made the
representations set forth in paragraph seven , they did not possess and
rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated such representations.
Therefore, respondents ' representation as set forth in paragraph eight
was and is false and misleading.
PAR. 10. The advertisements

referred to in paragraph five

attached hereto as Exhibits B- , contain the following statements:
(a) " SIX WEEKS $66" (Exhibit B)
(b) " $12 PER WEEK" (Exhibits C, D)
(c) " ONLY $11 PER WEEK" (Exhibits E)
PAR. I!. Through the use of the statements contained in the

advertisements referred to in paragraph ten , and others in advertise-

ments or promotional materials not specifically set forth herein
respondents have represented , directly or by implication , that the
advertised price is the only cost associated with losing weight on the
QWLC- GA. weight loss program.
PAR. 12. In truth and in faet , the advertised price is not the only
cost associated with losing weight on the weight loss program. There
are substantial , additional mandatory expenses associated with
participation in the QWLC- GA. weight loss program. Therefore,
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respondents ' representation as set forth in paragraph eleven was and
is false and misleading.

PAR. 13. In advertising the price of the QWLC- GA. weight Joss
program , respondents have failed to disclose to consumers the
existence and amount of all mandatory expenses associated with
participation in the QWLC- GA. weight Joss program. This fact
would be material to consumers in their purchase or use decisions

regarding the weight loss program. In light

of respondents

representation as set forth in paragraph eleven that the quoted price
represents the only cost associated with the QWLC- GA. weight loss
program , said failure to disclose was and is a deceptive practice.
PAR. 14. The

advertisement referred to in paragraph five

attached hereto as Exhibit B ,

contains the following statements:

(a) " LOSE UP TO 6 LBS PER WEEK"

PAR. 15. Through the use of the statements contained in the
advertisemcnts referred to in paragraph fourteen , and others in

advertisements or promotional materials not specifically set forth
herein , respondents have represented, directly or by implication , that
an appreciable number of consumers following the QWLC- GA.
weight loss program typically lose weight at an average rate of six
pounds per week.

PAR. 16. Through the use of the statements contained in the
advertisements referred to in paragraph fourteen , and others in

advertisements or promotional materials not specifically set forth
herein , respondents have represented , directly or by implication, that
at the time they made the representation set forth in paragraph fifteen
respondents possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis that
substantiated such representation.

PAR. 17. In truth and in fact , at the timc respondents made the
representation set forth in paragraph fifteen, they did not possess and
rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated such representation.
Therefore , respondents ' representation as set forth in paragraph
sixteen was and is faJse and misleading.
PAR. 18. In the routine course and conduct of their business
respondents have provided their customers with diet protocols that
required said customers,
Inter alia to come in to one of respondents
weight loss centers three to six times a week for monitoring of their
progress , including weighing in. In the course of regularly
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ascertaining weight loss progress, respondents, in some instances,

have been presented

with weight loss results indicating that

customers have been losing weight significantly in excess of their
projected goals , which is an indication that they may not have been
consuming all of the food prescribed by their diet protocol. Such
conduct could , if not corrected promptly, result in health
complications.
PAR. 19. When presented with the weight Joss results described

respondents , on many occasions , have not
disclosed to the customers that failing to fol1ow the diet protocol and
in paragraph eighteen ,

consume all of the calories prescribed could result in health

complieations. This faet would be material to customers in their
purchase or use decisions regarding the weight Joss program. In light
of respondents '

practice of monitoring customers, said failure to

disclose was and is a deceptive practice.
PAR. 20. The acts and practices of respondents as al1eged in this

complaint constitute deceptive acts or practices , and the making of
false advertisements , in or affecting

commerce in violation of

Sections 5(a) and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof , and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a

copy of a draft of complaint

which the Bureau of Consumer

Protection proposed to present to the Commission for its consider-

ation, and which, if issued

by the Commission , would charge

respondents with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondents , their attorneys , and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order

an admission by the respondents of al1

the jurisdictional facts set

forth in the aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the signing

of said agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not
constitute an admission by respondents that the law has been violated
as al1eged in such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as
required by the Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents
had violated the said Act, and that complaint should issue stating its

charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days , now in further conformity with the
procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34 of its Rules , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:

I. Respondent QWLC- GA. is a corporation organized , existing
and formerly doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Georgia , with its offces and principal plaee of business
located at 1401 Johnson Ferry Road , Suite 276, Marietta , Georgia.
2. Respondent Don Gearheart is an individual with his principal

residence located at 9520 East Pinnacle Pear Road ,

Scottsdale

Arizona.
3. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of the proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
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ORDER
DEFINITONS

For the purposes of this order , the following definitions shall
apply:
A.
Competent and reliable scientifc evidence shall mean those
tests , analyses , research , studies , or other evidence based on the

expertise of professionals in the relevant area , that have been

conducted and evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified
to do so ,

using procedures generally accepted in the profession to

yield accurate and reliable results;
B.
Weight loss program shall mean any program designed to
aid consumers in weight loss or weight maintenance;
C. A
broadcast medium shall mean any radio or television
broadcast , cablecast , home video , or theatrical release;
D. For any order- required disclosure in print media to be made
clearly and prominently, " or in a " clear and prominent manner " it
must be given both in the same type style and in: (1) twelve point
type where the representation that triggers the disclosure is given in
twelve point or larger type; or (2) the same type size as the

representation that triggers the disclosure where that representation
is given in a type size that is smaller than twelve point type. For any
order-required disclosure given orally in a broadcast medium to be
made " clearly and prominently, " or in a " clear and prominent
manner " the disclosure must be given at the same volume and in the
same cadence as the representation that triggers the disclosure;
E. A
short broadcast advertisement shall mean any advertisement of thirty seconds or less duration made in a broadcast medium.

It

Is

ordered,

That respondents QWLC- Ga. , a corporation ,

successors and assigns ,

its

and its officers , and Don K. Gearheart
individually and as an offcer of said corporation , and respondents
agents , representatives , and employees, directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device , in connection with
the advertising, promotion , offering for sale , or sale of any weight
loss program , in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in
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the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist
from:

A. Making any representation , directly or by implication, about
the success of participants on any weight loss program in achieving
or maintaining weight loss or weight control unless, at the time of
making any such representation, respondents possess and rely upon
competent and reliable scientific evidence substantiating the representation , provided , further , that for any representation that:
(1) Any weight loss achieved or maintained through the weight

loss program is typical or representative of al1 or any subset of
participants of respondents ' program , said evidence shaJl , at a

minimum , be based on a representative sample of:

(a) All participants who have entered the program , where the
representation relates to such persons; provided , however, that the
required sample may exclude those participants who dropped out of
the program within two weeks of their entrance , or who were unable

to complete the program due to il1ness , pregnancy, or change of
residence; or

(b) All participants who have completed a particular phase of the
onJy relates
program or the entire program , where the representation
to such persons;
(2) Any weight loss is maintained long- tenn, said evidence shall
at a minimum , be based upon the experience of participants who were
fol1owed for a period of at least two years from their completion of
the active maintenance phase of respondents '

program or earlier

termination , as applicable; and

(3) Any weight loss is maintained permanently, said evidence
shal1 , at a minimum , be based upon the experience of participants

who were followed for a period of time after completing the program
that is either:

treating
obesity as being of sufficient length for predicting that weight loss
wiJl be permanent , or
(b) Demonstrated by competent and reliable survey evidence as
being of sufficient duration to permit such a prediction.
(a) Generally recognized by experts in the field of
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B. Representing, directly or by implication , except through

endorsements or testimonials referred to in paragraph I.E. herein , that
participants of any weight loss program have successfully maintained
weight loss , unless respondents disclose, clearly and prominently,
and in close proximity to such representation , the statement: " For

many dieters , weight loss is temporary ; provided , further , that
respondents shall not represent, directly or by implication , that the
above- quoted statement does not apply to dieters in respondents
weight loss program; provided , however , that a mere statement about
the existence , design , or content of a maintenance program shaH not

without more , be considered a representation that participants of any
weight loss program have successfully maintained weight loss.
C. Representing, directly or by implication , except through short
broadcast advertisements referred to in paragraph I.D. herein , and
except through endorsements or testimonials referred to in paragraph
I.E. herein ,

that participants on any weight loss program have
successfully maintained weight loss , unless respondents disclose
clearly and prominently, and in close proximity to such representation , the following information:
(1) The average percentage of weight loss maintained by those
participants;
(2) The duration over which the weight loss was maintained

measured from the date that participants ended the acti ve weight loss

phase of the program , provided , further , that if any portion of the time

period covered includes participation in a maintenance program(s)
that follows active weight loss , such fact must also be disclosed; and
(3) If the participant population referred to is not representative
of the general participant population for respondents ' programs:
(a) The proportion of the total participant population in respondents ' programs that those participants represent , expressed in terms
of a percentage or actual numbers of participants , or

(b) The statement: " lQuick Weight Loss Centers) makes no

claim that this (these) resultfsl is fare) representative of all
participants in the (Quick Weight Loss Centers) program.
provided ,

further

, that compliance with the obligations of this

paragraph l.c. in no way relieves respondents of the requircment

under paragraph LA. of this order to substantiate any representation
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about the success of participants on any weight loss program in
maintaining weight loss.
O. Representing, directly or by implication , in short broadcast
advertisements , that participants of any weight loss program have
successfully maintained weight loss, unless respondents:
(I) Include ,

clearly and prominently, and in immediate conjunction with such representation , the statement: " Check at our centers
for details about our maintenance record"
(2) For a period of time beginning with the date of the first
broadcast of any such advertisement and ending no sooner than thirty
days after the last broadcast of such advertisement , comply with the
following procedures upon the first presentation of any form asking
for infonnation from a potential client, but in any event before such
person has entered into any agreement with respondents:

(a) Give to each potential client a separate document entitled
Maintenance Informa1ion " which shall include all the information
required by paragraph LB. and subparagraphs LC. (1)- (3) of this order

and shall be fonnalted in the exact type size and style as the example
form below , and shall include the heading (Helvetica 14 point bold),
lead- in (Times Roman 12 point), disclosures (Helvetica 14 point

bold), acknowledgment language (Times Roman 12 point), and
signature block therein; provided, further, that no information in
addition to that required to be included in the document required by
this subparagraph 1.0 (2) shall be included therein;
MAINTENANCE INFORMATION
You may have seen our recent ad about maintenance success. Here s some
additional information about our maintenance record.
(Disclosure of maintenance statistics goes
hereXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJ
For many dieters , weight loss is temporary.
have read this notice.

(Client Signature) (Date)

(b) Require each potential cEent to sign such document; and
(c) Give each client a eopy of such document; and
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(3) Retain in each client file a copy of the signed maintenance
notice required by this paragraph; provided , further , that:
(i) Compliance with the obligations of this paragraph LO. in no
way relieves respondents of the requirement under paragraph LA. of
this order to substantiate any representation about the success , of
participants on any weight loss program in maintaining weight loss;

(ii) Respondents must comply with both paragraph LO. and
paragraph LC. of this order if respondents include in any such short
broadcast advertisement a representation about maintenance success
that states a number or percentage , or uses descriptive terms that

convey a quantitative measure such as " most

of our customers

maintain their weight loss long- term
provided , however , that the provisions of paragraph 1.0. shall not
apply to endorsements or testimonials referred to in paragraph I.E.
herein.
E. Using any advertisement containing an endorsement or
testimonial about weight loss success or weight loss maintenance
success by a participant or participants of respondents ' weight loss
programs if the weight loss success or weight loss maintenance
success depicted in the advertisement is not representative of what
participants of respondents ' weight loss programs genera1ly achieve
unless respondents disclose , clearly and prominently, and in close
proximity to the endorser s statement of his or her weight loss

success or weight loss maintenance success:
(1) What the genera1ly expected success would be for QWLC- Ga.

customers in losing weight or maintaining achieved weight loss;
provided , however , that the generally expected success for QWLC-

GA. customers may exclude those customers who dropped out of the
program within two weeks of their entrance , or who were unable to
complete the program due to illness , pregnancy, or change of
residence; or
(2) One of the fo1lowing statements:

(a) " You shouJd not expec1 to experience these results.
(b) " This result is not typical. You may not do as welL"
(c) " This result is not typical. You may be less successful."
(d) " , s success is not typical. You may not do as well."

(g) "
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(e) " ' s experience is not typical. You may achieve less.
(f) "

Results not typical."
Results not typical of program participants.

provided , further , that if the endorsements or testimonials covered by
this paragraph are made in a broadcast medium , any disclosure

required by this paragraph must be communicated in a clear and
prominent manner , and in immediate conjunction with the representation that triggers the disclosure;
provided , however , that:

(i) For endorsements or testimonials about weight loss success,
respondents can satisfy the requirements of subparagraph I.E. (1) by
accurately disclosing the generally expected success in the following

phrase: " Quick Weight Loss Centers, Inc. participants lose an
- week treatment
pounds over an average
average of
period" ; and
(ii)
If the weight loss success or weight loss maintenance success
depicted in the advertisement is representative of what participants

of a group or subset clearly defined in the advertisement generally
achieve, then , in lieu of the disclosures required in either sub.

paragraphs I.E. (1) or (2) herein , respondents may substitute a clear
and prominent diselosure of the percentage of all of respondents
customers that the group or subset defined in the advertisement

represents.
F. Representing, directly or by impJication, that the price at

which any weight loss program can be purchased is the only cost
associated with losing weight on that program , unless such is the
case.
G. Representing, directly or by impJication , the price at which
any weight loss program can be purchased , unless respondents

disclose , clearly and prominently, either:

(1) In close proximity to such representation , the existence and
amount of all mandatory fees associated with the program offered; or
(2) In immediate conjunction with such representation , one of the
fol1owing statements:
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(a) " Plus the cost of (list of products or services that participants
must purchase at additional cost)"; or
(b) " Purchase of (list of products or services that participants
must purchase at additional cost) required"

provided , further , that in broadcast media , if the representation that
triggers any disclosure required by this paragraph is oral , the required
disclosure must also be made orally.
H. Failing to disclose over the telephone , for a period beginning
with the date of any advertisement of the price at which any weight
loss program can be purchased and ending no sooner than 180 days
after the last dissemination of such advertisement , to consumers who
inquire about the cost of any weight loss program , or are told about
the cost of any weight loss program , the existence and amount of any
and all mandatory costs or fees associated with participation in the
program; provided, however, that respondents may satisfy this

requirement by directing their weight loss centers to disclose the
information ,

by providing the center personnel with suggested

language to be used when responding to phone inquiries and by
making their best efforts to ensure compliance with their directive to
disclose price information over the telephone.
r. Representing, directly or by implication , that prospective
participants in respondents

' weight loss programs will reach a

specified weight within a specified time period , unless at the time of
making such representation , respondents possess and rely upon

competent and reliable scientific evidence substantiating the
representation.
J. Representing, directly or by implication , the average or

typical rate or speed at which any participant on any weight loss
program has lost or wil lose weight , unless at the time of making any
such representation , respondents possess and rely upon competent
and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates the representation.
K. Failing to disclose , clearly and prominently, either (1) to each
participant who , after the first two weeks on the program , is
experiencing average weekly weight loss that exceeds two percent

(2%) of said participant s initial body weight ,

or three pounds

whichever is less , for at least two consecutive weeks , or (2) in writing
to all participants when they enter the program, that failure to follow
the program protocol and eat al1 of the food recommended may
involve the risk of developing serious health complications.
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or by implication , the performance
efficacy, or safety of any weight loss program.
L. Misrepresenting, directly

II.
Is

It

further ordered,

That respondents

shall notify the

Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to the effective date of any
proposed change in the corporate respondent such as dissolution

assignment , or sale resulting in the emergence of a suceessor
corporation(s), the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries , or any other
change in the corporation(s) that may affect compliance obligations
arising out of this order.

It

Is

further ordered That respondent Don K. Gearheart shall

promptly notify the Commission of the discontinuance of his present
business or employment and of his affiliation with a new business or
employment. In addition , for a period of three (3) years from the
service date of this order , the individual respondent shall promptly

notify the Commission of each affiliation with a new business or
employment whose activities relate to the advertising, promotion
offering for sale ,

or sale of any weight loss program. When so

required under this paragraph ,

each such notice shall include the
individual respondent s new business address and a statement of the
nature of the business or

employment in which the individual

respondent is newly engaged , as well as a description of the

individual respondent s duties and responsibilities in connection with
the business or employment. The expiration of the notice provision
of this paragraph shall not affect any other obligation arising under
this order.
IV.

That for three (3) years after the last date of
It Is further ordered,
dissemination of any representation covered by this order , respondents , or their successors and assigns , shall maintain and upon
request make available to the Federal Trade Commission for
inspection and copying:
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A. All materials possessed and relied upon to substantiate any
such representation; and
B. All tests, reports, studies , surveys , demonstrations, or other
evidence in their possession or control that contradict , qualify, or call
into question such representation , or the basis relied upon for such
representation , including complaints from consumers.

It

Is

further ordered That respondents shall distribute a copy of

this order to each of their

officers , agents , representatives

independent contractors and employees who are involved in the

preparation and placement of advertisements

or promotional

prospective
customers or who have any responsibilities with respect to the subject
matter of this order; and , for a period of three (3) years from the date
materials or in communication with customers or

of entry of this order

, distribute same to all future such offcers

agents , representatives, independent contractors and employees.
VI.

It Is further ordered That respondents shall , within sixty (60)
days after the date of service of this order , file with the Commission
a report , in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which they have complied with this order.

Commissioner Owen was recorded as voting in the affirmative
but dissenting as to the exception requiring full numerical disclosures
involving quantitative weight loss maintenance claims in short radio
and TV ads.

